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NUMBER 50
The achievement of the fiftieth issue of an amateur philatelic journal is, we believe, a modest
milestone, and we have tried with this number, to gather together as many interesting articles covering
as many interests as we possibly can. Whether the result is worthy of the occasion is for others to judge,
but we hope that readers will acknowledge the time and expense given freely by the many contributors
to this issue.
We asked several officers of the Society to send us messages for publication. Strictly, of course,
we should not admit to such chicanery. Messages of congratulation, telegrams to be read at the wedding reception, and so on, must all be seen to be spontaneous. However, we hope readers will forgive
us for stooping .to a measure of self-congratulation; golden jubilees (like mint Russia No. I's) are-to
use a phrase once used by Greg Salisbury-scarcer than hen's teeth. And as he was a dental surgeon
presumably he knew.
Mr. M. A. Bojanowicz R.D.P., President of our Society sends his good wishes, and trusts there
will be many more fifties to follow in our Journal's career. Dr. Alfred Wortman this year's President
of The Postal History Society and co-editor of the first issue of The British Journal of Russian Philately
which appeared in December 1946, and to whom we are much indebted, writes:

"It is now thirty years since Will Huddy and I, at the end of the war, collaborated in getting out
the first number of our Journal, and it took a year or more to pre;,are. There were difficulties a bout
paper and printing in what were still war-time conditions, and we were both inexperienced, but we did
not lack enthusiasm. It so happened that in Liskeard (Cornwall) where Will lived there was a printer
who had a small supply of re3.sonably good paper, and with Will's encouragement was willing to be
co-operative. One of the things we thought important was that any Russian words should be printed
in Russian and our printer thought he could do that. (Amateurs do tend to get their priorities out of
order!)."
"At the time, a friendly patient of mine held a managerial position in the London printing firm
which printed, in Russian, the manuals for the tanks which Britain had sent to Russia. He knew of
my interest in the language, which I had commenced to learn, and one day said that a most extraordinary
thing had happened: they had received an order for Russian type from a printing firm in Cornwall, and
he wondered what on earth they wanted it for. Imagine his surprise when I asked whether the firm was
in Liskeard. The mystery was then explained. So in Nos. I and 2 of our Journal we had our Russian
words, all correctly spelled too, but then the money gave out and we had to give up real printing and go
over to duplicated type-script."
John Lloyd, our worthy Honorary Secretary, was doubtful, having sent out Secretary's Reports
regularly now for ten years, whether any more from his desk would be welcomed, says:

"I do feel this is perhaps an opportunity for me to thank the Society, both past and present, for
introducing me to this world of Russian philately. When I became a member in 1958, our Honorary
Secretary was the late John Barry, who was instigator, initiator, persuader, and tutor all rolled into one.
Other 'greats' no longer with us, in those early days include Will Huddy, Ron Chamberlain, Bill Kethro,
Vladimir von Rychter and CW. Roberts. In the past ten years (and it is, incidentally, teri years to the
day, as I write these remarks, on 16th May, 1964, that John Barry attended his last meeting at 41 Devonshire Place) B.S.R.P. has grown at even a faster rate than before, publishing a journal much sought after
throughout the world, and having been exhibited and received awards both in the United Kingdom and
Overseas. Likewise during the same period, the number of members exhibiting at National and International Exhibitions has grown considerably, and B.S.R.P. names occur not frequently, but regularly
in. the top award lists.
"I am delighted that on the publication of the 50th journal, I am still enjoying Russian Philately
and the real friendship of so maiiy members and correspondents.· · I wish these same pleasures to all
who enjoy this hobby of ours."
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Your present Honorary Editor would like to complete these paragraphs by reviewing, very quickly,
those who have been prominent in the content and production of our Journal since the original issue
in 1946. Obviously, in a few lines, he cannot mention everyone who has helped, so many hands have
assisted over nearly thirty years. However, pride of place must surely go to the late Will Huddy, and
to Dr. Alfred Wortman, who jointly cracked Number One; to the late W. E. Hughes, and C. W. Roberts,
prominent early contributors; to the late Arthur Greaves who worked hard producing many early issues,
and contributing valuable articles; to John Barry who helped in the editorial chair as well as being Secretary; to the great genius of the late S. D. Tchilinghirian whose immense contributions-particularly on
·•used Abroad," commenced in No. 4; to C. C. Handford for many contributions on Zemstvo themes;
R. P. Knighton for Finland, Polish and Ukrainian topics; K. Freyman, D. McDonald, and Andrew Cronin
for a variety of contributions in early issues; to the late F. Julius Fobs and the late Dr. L. S. Snegiretf
whose articles were of immense interest. To the late Dr. Gregory B. Salisbury for many years the energetic editor of "Rossica Journal" who nevertheless spared the time to contribute to most of our issues
of the earlier years. To Mr. H. Q. Marris (who we are all very sorry to learn is at present seriously ill
in hospital) for helping in the production of many photographs and prints in early numbers. To Boris
Pritt for his many contributions.
The advent of Journal No. 22 (in 1957) saw a threesome from Bristol (the late W. E. Kethro;
Ian L. G. Baillie; and your present Editor) taking over Journal production and distribution for the following nine issues. The operation of the handle of a Gestetner machine we know left Ian Baillie's right
(or drinking) arm permanently disabled (try it, Ian, now as you read these libellous remarks); whilst
the typing of all the pages from B.J.R.P. 22-30 (plus more besides) reduced the length of the present
Editor's two typing fingers by more than an inch. W. E. Kethro succeeded as Editor with No. 24, and
new contributors included Kurt Adler, James Negus, and Dr. D. J. Voaden. The late Fred W. Speers
allowed us to publish his "Zemstvo Gazetteer" over many issues, whilst E. G. Peel, Edward F. Newman,
the late Arthur Shields, and John Lloyd all helped with articles at this time.
No. 29 was a special issue to commemorate the Society's Silver Jubilee in 1961. No less than
twenty-two members wrote articles for it, and your present editor typed 93 stencils. (How many times
did the handle turn, Ian?). It must have been our best issue.
From No. 31, the journal commenced being printed in its present layout, being typeset. Allan
S. Waugh gave us great help in arranging for our blocks to be processed and for many items to be photographed from this point until relatively recently, and our grateful thanks go to him both for this work
and for valuable articles on Soviet themes. We should not forget the support of our printers and their
staff at Warminster, who have looked after us so well since 1962. Members who have helped with
articles in the 1960's include H. Irmann-Jacobsen, Col. A. Prado, William Stephen, Alex Droar, R. L.
Joseph, the late Prof. Oskar Winterstein, Dr. V. Stoyanoff, R. S. Blomfield, W. P. Fletcher, Norman Hill,
the late H. F. Blease, the late V. von Rychter, R. J. Benns, Michel Liphschutz, R.D.P., H. Q. Marris,
Dr. R. Seichter, Revd. Leonard Tann, Dr. R. J. Ceresa, I. L. G. Baillie, B. A. Evans, M.A. Bojanowicz,
R.D.P., I. B. Maslowski, and Dr. R. Casey.
In December, 1968 (with Journal 42) P. T. Ashford stood down as Editor, Dr. Raymond Casey
assuming this post for Nos. 42-44. Your present Editor took over the reins for a second time from
No. 45 onwards, a period when new contributors included E. S. Poulter, Dr. M. Gould, Max A. Ayer,
N. D. Fritzberg, Derek Palmer, V. Denis Vandervelde, Harry von Hofmann, Kaj Hellman, Oleg A. Faberge,
Michael Rayhack and H. Norwood.
lt might be appropriate to close this sketchy review of fifty issues by referring to some paragraphs
published by Robson Lowe Ltd. in "The Philatelist" for April/May, 1974. In a very fullsome half page
reference to our Journal, Ian Hamilton says: "In spite· of the excetlence of many of the periodicals mentioned in these pages, pride of place must go to the British Journal of Russian Philately, albeit that it
appears only twice a year .. , ... The different aspects of Russian philately are so many sided, for Russia
(except for the water around it) is virtually a continent built up of many states which, only comparatively
recently, have been welded into one great unit. Philatelically, however, these states have preserved their
identity to a very great extent.
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"It is this very vastness that makes it invidious to select in this present edition of 'Review of Reviews· any two or three articles for comment. (When reviewing single issues in the past, it has been difficult but it has been possible). The 'Used Abroad' Chronicle, in itself, resembles something the size of
a book. Transcaucasia, Ukraine, Georgia, Batum, Azerbaijan, [ngermanland, and Poland are some
of the territories that have come under Russian influence.
"Finally, in every issue appears the names of world-recognised authorities and it is likely that
the British Society of Russian Philately has collected up more high-ranking 'gongs' than any other specialised group of collectors."
Let it be hoped that Ian Hamilton's generous remarks will satisfy members of 1946 that their
"baby" has been properly brought up!

1946
1952
1958
1959
1962
1968
1971

-

BRITISH JOURNAL OF RUSSIAN PHILATELY
Honorary Editors
Nos. 1- 9
1951 Dr. A. H. Wortman and Mr. W. H . H. Huddy
Nos. 10-22
1957 Dr. A. H. Wortman and Mr. J. Barry
Dr. A. H. Wortman Asst. Editor: Mr. W. E. C. Kethro Nos. 23-24
Nos. 25-30
1962 Mr. W. E. C. Kethro
Nos. 31-41
1967 Mr. P. T. Ashford
Nos. 42-44
1970 Dr. R. Casey
Nos. 45-50
date Mr. P. T. Ashford

WHAT ABOUT ·zEMSTVO CANCELLATIONS?
Oleg A. Faberge

In these days, when the interest and the research of serious collectors gradually is more and more
concentrating on Postal History, it is curious to note that one entire field of pre-revolutionary cancellations of the Russian Empire still remains an almost "blank spot" on the map of Postal History.
Russian cancellations of almost any sort have been studied, and important articles have been
published on various branches-covering the entire field with pre-adhesive types, city post, dotted
numerals, telegraph, railway, shipmail, etc.
The only branch, which so far has been neglected, happens to be one of the most importantthe local Zemstvo cancellations.
The importance of the Zemstvo post cannot be oYerestimated, as the postal services of the various
Zemstvo districts covered a territory by far superior to that of the Imperial Russian post, and the Zemstvo
postal routes branched out to the most remote villages of European Russia.
Without the benefit of the Zemstvo postal organisation an essential portion of the provincial
population would have been left without,any postal service at all, and well aware of this fact, the government authorised the Zemstvos to run their subsidiary postal service, and to issue their own stamps or
postal stationery (envelopes, post cards, or wrappers) for use within their districts.
All the Zemstvo districts, which at some time during the pre-revolutionary period ran their own
postal service and issued their own stamps, are well known to us. But there remains a so far unknown
number of districts, which never issued stamps, but still had a postal service established within their
district. Such districts usually had no postal fees, and financed their postal service entirely by the means
of the local Zemstvo administration. The existence of such a post-free of charge, and thus without
stamps to prove its existence-can only be ascertained if there were special Zemstvo postmarks used to
datestamp the correspondence handed over to them. That is why we still know so little about the nonstamp issuing Zemstvo postal organisations.
Some of the districts, which during long periods issued stamps of their own, ceased doing so, but
continued to run their postal service for years without charge. Such letters can also only be identified
by postmarks of the Zemstvo post which forwarded them.
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Of course, such Zemstvo posts without charge is but a narrow byway of Zemstvo Postal History.
but it should not be neglected, as it offers the serious collector a most welcome opportunity for original
research. The fact that such letters or envelopes are not easy to find, certainly makes the search for
them still more appealing.
Fig. l (see centre pages) shows a letter forwarded by the Zemstvo post of Kirsanof-which never
issued its own stamps. The letter is postmarked in blue by a double circle date stamp:
="KIRSANOF ZEMSTVO POST JUNE 13" (1874)
But the Zemstvo postal historian has no need to start at the most difficult byway, as there still
remains a great deal of research to be done with the "common" cancellations on stamps, pieces and
covers. By the way-these "common" cancellations are not always so common indeed, and we still
do not know exactly how many different types there have been-not to mention all the varieties.
Some districts never cancelled their stamps at all, others cancelled them by pen and ink exclusively throughout the whole period of their postal service. Some only had a single type of cancellation.
others had many, and they could be of many various sizes and types.
The local Zemstvo cancellations is by far too wide a field to deal with in a short article like this.
so let us this time deal with the cancellations of only one district-that of CHERDYN of the government of Perm. This district offers us a fine opportunity to get acquainted with various ways to cancel
stamps. It also offers us a fair array of cancellation types . and shapes. At the time of writing this
article the author knows about more than 60 different postmarks of this district, but there has most
certainly been more.
Let us now take a look at a modest selection of these (stamp numbers are those of Carl Schmidt).

( A) Pen and ink
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
(B)

2 Stamp 7 on local cover cancelled in manuscript with the name of the post-master
"SHVEZOF."
3 Stamp 6 cancelled in manuscript "16 DECEMBER 1890 Y.(ear) V.(illage)KOSA.'"
4 Stamp 7 on piece cancelled in manuscript "14 NOVEMBER 1892 Y.(ear).'"

Straight line village cancellations (Fig. 5 and 6 e;1rly types, Fig. 7-12 later types).
Fig. . 5
Fig. 6
Fig. 7
Fig. 8
Fig. 9
Fig. 10
Fig. 11
Fig. 12

Stamp 6 "GAINO";
Stamp 5 "V.(illage) GAINY."
Stamp 24 "BAKHARY."
Stamp 22 "VILGORT."
Stamp 20 "ZULA."
Stamp 20 "UROLKA."
Stamp 12 and vertical bisect of same on local cover "CHIKURYA.'"
Stamps 12 and 16 on local cover "KOSA."

(C) Various types of the head post office of Cherdyn
Pig. 13 Stamp 2 tied to local cover by a single oval "CHERDYN DISTR. ZEMSTVO ADMINSTRATION."
Fig. 14 Stamp 8 tied to local cover by a double oval "CHERDYN DISTRICT ZEMSTVO
ADMINISTRATION 6 JULY 93."
Fig. 15 Pair 33 tied to piece by a treble oval "CHERDYN ZEMS. POST T. (own) CHERDYN
PERM G.(overnment) 9 JAN. 1903.''
Fig. 16 Pair 33 tied to combination cover (Imperial Post) by a double oval-outer cogged
"CHERDYN ZEMSTVO POST T.(own) CHERDYN PERM GOV.: 5 JAN. 1907."
Fig. 17 Stamp 38 tied to combination cover (Imperial Post) by a double circle "CHERDYN
,. ZEMSTVO POST 31.8.12.''
.
Fig. 18 Pair 34 tied to piece by single framect'iectangle "CHERDYN ZEMSTVO POST 4 FEBR.
1914."
Page 6
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(D) Three lines with numbers, but without dots (probably for the various postal routes of the district)
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
(E)

19
20
21
22

With
With
With
With

"No 1" Stamp 26 tied to back of Imperial stationery envelope.
"No. 2" Pair 29 (left stamp with double surcharge)
"No. 3" Stamp 29 tied to piece
"No. 4" Stamp 26

"Personal name" post marks of post-masters
Fig. 23 Stamp 7 tied to piece by "GRIGORII YEGOROVICH SHVEZOF in CHERDYN T.
(own)"
Fig. 24 Stamp 12 with "MIKHAIL RODIONOVICH ALIP"
Fig. 25 Stamp 9 tied to piece by "ALEKSEI TERENTIEVICH BURMANTOF"
Fig. 26 Stamp 8 tied to local cover by "MIKHAIL LUKICH TETUYEF 26 JULY 93"

IF)

Various postmarks of branch offices
Fig. 27 Stamp 14 narrow double oval "ADMINISTRATION OF THE VOLOST NERCHIN
CHERDYN DISTRICT" (date illegible)
Fig. 28 Block of four 29 with round negative seal stamp "SEAL OF THE ADMINISTRATION
OF THE VOLOST UKSEYEVO"
Fig. 29 Stamp 27 with double oval "ADMINISTRATION OF THE VOLOST URLA 14 DEC.
1899"
Fig. 30 Two stamps 38 tied to piece by large double framed rectangle with fancy corners
"ADMINISTRATION OF THE VOLOST MORCHANSK RECEIVED REGIST.
No.--30 AUG. 1911"
Fig. 31 Pair 32 tied to combination cover (Imperial Post) by double circle with coat of arms in
centre and "HEAD OF ADMINISTRATION OF THE VOLOST SYPUCHI" (23.5.1901)

These rather few examples of postmarks of only ONE district may give the reader a general idea
of what can be expected in the way of Zemstvo cancellations.
Information on this interesting subject has been very scarce during the past. The large "Schmidt
and Faberge" included nine plates with illustrations of some 152 cancellations, but it ran only to the
letter "L." Carl Schmidt described all cancellations known to him and included those of the aforementioned "Schmidt and Faberge", but there were no reproductions in his opus.
This is part of the background, which made me decide to gather all accessible information in
order to publish a new, and I hope-more up to date-handbook on the Zemstvo post. In this work,
which has been under preparation for some years, all cancellations known to the author will be described and, as far as possible, illustrated.
The kind assistance of other Zemstvo collectors, who undoubtedly have some interesting cancellations or other information about Zemstvo stamps, stationery, etc. will be most welcome indeed,
and due credit will be given to all kind contributors of information, previously unknown to the author.
There is but one reservation. As this is a serious attempt, only EXACT tracings of cancellations will
be useful. A vivid imagination-though a good thing in itself-should be mastered, when making a
tracing of a cancellation not too clear or not too complete. It is better to leave the suspect portions
or details unfinished, than complete them with the aid of one's imagination. Sorry-no off-hand drawings please!
·
The Zemstvo Postal History is about as large a field, as the "Used Abroad," and that is a good
reason to start doing something about it-the sooner, the better. With "combined forces" we might
achieve something really useful!

(Contributions to Mr. Faberge's projected work on Zemstvo cancellations should be sent to Mr.
Oleg A. Faberge, Stenbacksgatan, 20b, 08250 Helsingfors 25, Finland.)
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ALAND ISLANDS
Dr. A. H. Wortman

The Ahvenanmaa Islands, better known to us by their old Swedish name of Aland, are situated
in the Baltic, straddling the 100 miles of sea between Sweden and Finland. There are treacherous
currents in the narrow channels between them and from December to March in a normal year the whole
area is covered in ice. The 300 islands in the group, half of them uninhabited, had a total population
of under 30,000 in 1926, mainly Swedish in origin. In 1920 a decision of the League of Nations declared
the Islands to be part of Finland.
THE POST PEASANTS
The hardy islanders performed a unique postal service for nearly two ce nturies by carrying mail
in both directions between Sweden and Finland. On 1st January, I 720 a post office was established at
Grisslehamn on the northern tip of the narrow island of Vaddo lying against the mainland of Sweden
to the north of Stockholm, especially to deal with this mail. The port on the Finnish side was Abo
(Turku) which received mail from Finland, Russia and further east addressed to Sweden and western
Europe. The mail was conveyed between the two ports by "post peasants," men selected to perform
this service in lieu of military service. They were also exempted from the payment of taxes. This kind
of service was being given throughout Finland in the more remote rural districts and was known as a
··haradspost" (in Finnish "kihlakunnanposti"). The local peasants were obliged as part of their feudal
duties to carry without payment the correspondence of local officials. No doubt some other mail was
also carried from"time to time unofficially and there may have been some payment for this, but what
made the Aland Is. post peasants' service unique was that they were bound to carry all mail, private
as well as official, without payment, including mail to foreign countries.
The Postal Museum in Stockholm has one of the boats they used between 1860 and 1870, called a
" Sampan." It is 16 feet long and 6 feet broad, with oars and a lug-sail. A memorial in stone of one
of the early boats with sails was unveiled in 1946 at STORBY on the island of ECKERO,
the most westerly of the Aland ls. The Postal Museum also has one of the small barrels in which the
mail was carried. The journey must have been most hazardous in stormy weather. The channel
between ECKERO and VADDO was especially treacherous. In a hard winter with solid ice covering
the whole sea the mail was conveyed in sledges drawn by horses; when the ice was melting at the end of
April the boat would be used where possible and hauled on to sledges to cross the ice. In 1898 a small
steamer was brought into use, but the postal obligations of the peasants were not finally relieved until
19H when a regular steamer service was instituted.
The route across the Aland Is. was used because it was shorter and cheaper and usually quicker
than any other. The alternative route for mail from Abo (Turku) to Britain and France was eastwards
for 300 miles to St. Petersburg before turning westwards again either by ship to Lubeck and Hamburg
or later by rail across the German States and incurring fresh charges at each frontier.
LETTERS
Letters handled by the post peasants may be identified by the GRISSLEHAMN postmark. This
is either the town name in a straight line, spelt with one 'S' (fig. I, see centre pages) without or with a
frame and struck in black, or after 1830 the familiar single circle Swedish type (fig. 2) with two 'S's' with
name and date, struck in black or red.
A letter from St. Petersburg written inEnglish and addressed to England in 1820 has the postmark of origin SANCT. PETERSBOURG (fig. 1) in tiny letters in what was probably meant to be a
straighdine but appears slightly curved. It may be seen in the illustration above and to the right of
the word "Surry" in the address. This small mark is only 29mm. long and ·the writer believes it has not
been previously recorded. There is also the straight line GRISLEHAMN showing that the letter was
conveyed by the post peasants. The dotted circle FPO date stamp is of the Foreign Branch of the G.P.O.
in London and the other is of the Inland Branch to which it was passed for transmission to its destination in Church Cobham. It is dated inside 25 August 1820 which was Old Style and transit time to
·
. ·
"
London was therefore . 26 days. •
We may compare this with a letter from Riga to London in 1821 with Memel transit mark and
which therefore travelled across Europe. It took 20 days in the month of May. Riga is nearer than
St. Petersburg of course but there does not seem to have been any saving of time when the 1820 letter
Page 8
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went by the Aland ls. route. After 1809 when Finland came under Russian domination a postal treaty
concluded between Sweden and Russia decreed that mail was to be taken twice weekly via the Aland Is.
but the time taken would depend very much on the weather. There must have been times in stormy
weather when the mail was held up for days.
It does seem that there was some saving in postal charges. The 1820 letter was charged 2s. Id. on
delivery but there were two enclosures which meant that a treble rate was charged for carriage in England. It seems to have been charged only 6d. as a ship letter on entering the country although there is
no ship letter handstamp. The Riga letter of 1821 was however charged 5s. on delivery in London.
A letter of 1843 from Helsingfors to Huth & Co., London was the circular type GRISSLEHAMN
(fig. 2) in black. There is a straight line HELSINGFORS in Cyrillic and the letter is dated insided
27 March. Finland was using the Gregorian calendar and the Grisslehamn date is I April so the
journey from Helsingfors to Grisslehamn took five days and the complete transit time to London was
19 days. The ice normally begins to melt about 1 April and this letter may have made the journey across
the Baltic partly or wholly by sledge. There is a transit mark of the Royal Swedish-Norwegian P.O.
in Hamburg reading K.S. & N.P.C. HAMBURG 11 APR. 43, an oval T. 11 APR. in red of the Hamburg P.O. by which they claimed 2 Sch. for transit and finally the red London arrival date stamp of 15
April. The transit time from Helsingfors to London was therefore 19 days. There are MS figures for
foreign accounting and the letter is inscribed "Franco Hamburg." It was charged 3s. 4d., this being
for ½oz. at 6s. 8d. per oz., the rate for incoming mail from Prussia, Scandinavia and Russia.
For comparison, there is a letter from Helsingfors to Huth & Co. in London sent on 15 May
1845 to Lubeck where the forwarding agents, Bruhns & Sohn sent it via ·Hamburg. Total transit time
was 18 days. In this case there was only 6d. to pay on delivery, the rate for a packet letter from Hamburg.
During the winter months when the Baltic Sea was frozen over, mail at this date was routed via
St. Petersburg. A letter from Jakobstad which is some 250 mile3 north of Abo on the c.:>ast of Finland,
addressed to London in April 1845 was marked "per St. Petersburg and Hambro" bec1me the road to
Helsingfors and St. Petersburg was more certain than going down the coast inland to Ab:>. It as Tilsit
and Hamburg transit marks and reached London in 22 days.
Because the Aland Is. route was sometimes impassable for three or four weeks at a time, a new
postal treaty was made between Sweden and Russia in 1846 routing the mail via Tornio at the extreme
north of the Gulf of Bothnia and on the Finnish-Swedish frontier. Letters had to be prepaid to go by
this route. Two covers from Kristinestad however, addressed to London in January and April 1846
.respectively were routed to go via St. Petersburg, both being partly prepaid. Although Kristinested is
only 150 miles north of Abo, the St. Petersburg and German railway route was preferred. Perhaps the
treaty had not yet come into force. The writer has not seen any covers which went via Tornio, at this
. time. The route was extensively used much later during the First World War.
A disinfection station was esta6lished at Grisslehamn in 1831 to treat mail coming from Russia
where there was an epidemic of cholera. There is a record of the instructions for dipping letters in
vinegar, puncturing them and then fumigating them in a special cabinet for five minutes but there is no
mention of any cachet or seal to certify that disinfection had been done. However the vinegar stains
and the punctures would be evidence enough for us. Unfortunately all post peasants mail is difficult
to find and so far no one has reported finding any with signs of disinfection.

CANCELLATIONS
The commonest cancellations are of Mariehamn. This was, and no doubt still is, the largest
town in the islands with a population of 1,400 in 1914. It is situated on the southern shores of the Aland
Mainland, the largest island in the group.
Type 1: The first type of cancellation encountered is the single circle Swedish type as in fig. 2:
MARIEHAMN on Finland first type stamp in the collection of Michel Liphschutz.
On Finland 25p blue, 20.12.1886.
Type 2: The next type is the bi-lingual Swedish-Russian with vertical bars above and below the
date tablet and stars at each side within the date tablet (fig. 3).
MARIEHAMN on Finland, .20p orange, 17.1.96.as arrival mark on postcard from
· ·
Germany, 9.V.07 on block of Russia 2k. green, 13.:XI.13
DEGERBY-ALAND on Finland 20p., -.11.96.
BRANDO-ALAND on Russia strip of 2k., 13.II.08 (fig. 4).
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SALTVIK on Finland I mark, 26.X.05
(There is another BRANDO in Finland).

Type 3: The tri-lingual type, Finnish-Swedish-Russian came into use in Mariehamn in 1908
(fig. 5). It may have been used for other towns but no examples have been seen.
MARIEHAMN on a number of blocks of the 2p orange of Fin land with dates between
8.IV.08 and 16.XI.08.
On Russian 2k on open cover to Berlin, 18.IV.08.
Type 4: This single line type has been seen only for Getberg, a tiny fishing village in the north
of the Aland Mainland. It is named Geta on a Finnish map.
GETBERG on Russia 2k., arms type on open cover (fig. 6) to Hanover. There is a
transit mark struck faintly of the bi-lingual K.P.X.P. No. 4 the Abo-Helsingfors line.
but the date is not visible.

The chance of finding any mail addressed to the Aland Is. other than to Mariehamn may be considered to be infinitesimally small but the writer had the good fortune to find a cover in some mail from
the U.S.A. to Finland. It is (fig. 7) a 5c stationery envelope issued for the Columbian Exposition.
Chicago in 1893 and bears the address ofthe sender, G. H. Tornquist in Duluth, Minn. and a cancellation of Duluth, 1 July 1893. It is addressed to:
H Herr Pastor J. F. Manner,
Geta
Aland Finland
(Russia) Europe
There is an imperfect backstarnp of Abo, Finland on the reverse in which only the "93" is visible
in the date tablet and as one would expect, no GETA mark.
Mr. P. S. S. F. Marsden has kindly sent me a list of postal stations in the Aland Is. taken from
an article entitled "Suornen Postipysakit 1891-1970" by Kaarlo Hirvikoski. The following are known
with cancellations of the pre-revolution period, and as they are only postal halts it seems likely that they
would be in Type 4.
9.06
1.06
1.05
7.96
1.96
1.94

-

1. 6.65
1.12.50
.1. 9.48
1. 6.32
1. 6.65
1. 3.24
1. 1.21
1. 3.45
1. 6.65
L 4.34
1. 4.32
1. 1.20
1. 1.44

-

1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.

DALKARBY
HAGA
NAFSBY
SOTTUNGA
TRASK
ODKARBY

In the later period are the following:
BOMARSUND CAMPING
ENKLINGE
FISKO
JURMO ALAND
KASTELHOLM ,
LAPPOBY ALAND
LEMLANDS GRANBODA
MARBY
MARIEHAMN CAMPING
SEGLINGE
TENGSODA
VIVASTEBY
AVA

1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.

1.07
1.08
6.08
1.06
4.05
1.06

31. 8.65 & 1.6.66
1. 5.65
1.11.61
1. 3.35
31. 8.65. & 1.6.f.6
1. 1.29
?
?
31. 8.65 & 1.6.66
1. 3.47

- 1. 1.21
- 1.10.47

Bibliography: The Sea Post between Sweden and the Aland Is.-Postal History Society Bulletin
No. 67, 1953; Russo-Finnish Postal Relations-Posta1 History Society Bulletin Nos. 72 and 73, 1954.
(Both articles by Eric Glasgow, M.A., PH.D.).
Disinfectant Mail by Dr. K. R Meyer, U.S.A. The Handbook of the Swedish Postal Museum
kindly lent to me by Mr. V. Denis Vandervelde.
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THE POSTAL SAVINGS BANK AND CONTROL STAMPS (Part 1)
Dr. R. J. Ceresa

This study is based upon the combined holdings of these stamps of members of the Civil War
Study Group and the assistance of Messrs. R. L. Joseph, E. G. Peel and S. Serebrakian is gratefully
acknowledged.
THE PRINTINGS-Low Values
The 1, 5 and 10 kopeck values were printed in the small format in sheets of 100, each sheet consisting of four panes of 25. The background in buff shade was printed first and in each value extends approximately 7.5mm at the sides and 9.0mm at top and bottom beyond the printed area of the stamps (the
gutter is also 9.0mm in width). The pattern of the background is very complex and portions of the
margins appear the same when inverted so that possible inverted background errors can not be distinguished with certainty.
These stamps were printed in very large quantities for fiscal purposes so it is not surprising that
a variety of plate numbers are known. So far, eight different positions fm the plate numbers have been
reported and these are summarized in Fig. I (see centre pages). The positions of stamps 1, 2, 9, 10, 91,
92, 99 and 100 are indicated and the plate number positions relative to these stamps are shown as (a)
to (h). The 10 kop has been seen in an untrimmed sheet without a plate number so for completeness
this 'position' is indicated as (i) in the Table of Fig. 2. The highest plate numbers for the l and 5 kopeck
values is 4, whilst for the 10 kopeck plate 8 is the highest. For some of the earlier numbers more than
one plate exists with the numeral in a different style and/or in a different position. (The exact position
of the numeral 2 and 3 on the 5 kopeck blocks in Mr. Eric Peel's collection is not known to the writer
hence the alternative positions given in Figure 2).
The stamps were printed on paper with a lozenge watermark which on the majority of stamps
is vertical but watermark sideways varieties of all three values are known representing probably about
I0-20 % of the total printings. Of ten complete sheets in my collection two sheets (both of the I kopeck,
plates 0 and 4) have the watermark horizontal. The size of the paper · as trimmed is also a couple of
cm. larger from top to bottom compared with the vertical watermark and as a result gum stops
are apparent both top and bottom. Plate 0 (position 'b') also has a gum stop along the right-hand
edge which suggests that like the arms-type stamps two plates were printed simultaneously, side by side.
Plate 0 (position 'a') sheet with vertical wmk. has gum stops at left and top which is consistant with both
·o' plates being printed at one operation. Complete sheets of the '2' plates can be compared but they
all have gum stops at right (curly 2 plate has additional gum stop at top). Plate I has gum stops at
top, bottom and at the right. This suggests the following pairs of plate numbers:
0 (a) and 0 (b); 0 (c) (not recorded) and 0 (d); l (-) and 2 (e); 7 (c) and 8 (d)
if we assume a symetrical placement of numbers on the two plates. On this basis we would expect 3's
and 4's to go together as well as 5's and 6's. Thus 'missing' plate numbers would be:1 kopeck: I (arabic) and 3;
5 kopecks: 0 (c), 2 and 3 (Eric Peel's blocks may fit in these positions);
10 kopecks: I (in different style or position to I at 'e'), I (arabic), 4, 5 and possibly O (a)
and 0 (b);
giving six plates each in total for the I and 5 kopeck values and sixteen for the IO kopeck values which is
consistant with expected usage. It would be very helpful if members could report other plate numbers
and other positions particularly for corner blocks with stamps 99 and l 00.
·
FISCAL USAGE
As far as is known these stamps were only used fiscally in connection with the Postal Savings
Bank established some time in the 19th Century, (the earliest use that I have seen of the large format
higher values is with manuscript date of 4th March 1896). The small format stamps in the three denominations discussed could be purchased from the post offices and stuck to a 'Savings Card' an example
of which is in the collection of Mr. R. L. Joseph. When the card was full it was taken to the post office
and the value of the stamps fixed to the card was then entered into the 'Savings Book.' Two pages of
such a book are known, one is shown in Fig. 6 (see centre pages) and the other is in the collection of
BRITISH JOURNAL OF RUSSIAN PHILATELY No. 50
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Mr. M. Liphschutz. In both cases the amounts entered are multiples of 25 kopecks so there was probably a corresponding restriction on the total of stamps that could be fixed to the cards to give a multiple
of 25 kopecks.
When the value of the stamps transferred from the cards to the account was entered into the book,
stamps to the same value in the large format were stuck into the book and the day, month and year
added in the panel on the stamps. Each stamp was then tied with the appropriate post office counter
cancellation. When the page of the book was filled it was totalled and the amount transferred to the
top of the next page. Withdrawals were simply entered into the book and the cancellation applied
over the manuscript date of the withdrawal. (Does any reader know if these Savings Bank Books were
kept at the post office where the account was held, or whether the depositor kept his own book and-could
deposit funds via the stamp cards at any post office?).
POSTAL USE
The postal use of these small format stamps falls into three definite periods, with the possibility
of a fourth.
1. Used at face value. In an article on postal rates and stamps issues, Messrs. M. Liphschutz
and Ch. Goddard (I) state that the postal use of these stamps in January 1918 has been established.
However the earliest cover we have seen is one to Rybinsk at the lR 5 kop. registered rate franked with
two 50k. perf. arms type and a single 5 kop. Savings Bank stamp cancelled Yurevets 20.4.18 (see fig. 4).
Cancelled-to-order stamps with earlier dates (e.g. Tiflis 3.3.17 on all three values) and later dates (e.g.
Moscow 30.4.18) are known in complete panes and sheets. (It is possible that holders of complete
sheets paid these into their savings banks without sticking them onto the approved cards and that these
complete sheets were cancelled by the post office in question and that these sheets later found their way
on to the stamp market). Fairly early in 1918 these stamps were widely used to supplement the supplies
of available arms-type stamps in the Ukraine, South Russia, Siberia and Central Russia. The use,
however, is not common and it seems to have been a local supplementation of supplies where necessary
that was accepted by the postal authorities. So far we have not been able to find official documentation
authorising their postal use or any indication that post offices were supplied with these stamps expressly
for postal use. This use at face value continued through 1919, (cancellations of 1919 are much scarcer
than 1918 due to the introduction of the 'free post') until the 9th March, 1920.
2. Used at one hundred times face value. Due to the problems of the civil war and rising inflation, the reduced postal rates of 1919 were increased on 10th March, 1920 and to accommodate this both
the arms-type stamps (up to 20 kopecks) and the small format Postal Savings Bank stamps were revalued
at 100 times face value.
The official decree of the Department of Posts and Telegraphs which authorised this revaluation
was signed by Lenin who was Minister of Posts at the time. This decree caused 'stock-taking' problems
and some district offices (e.g., Kharkov) called in all stocks from the local offices and overprinted them
to indicate the revaluation before reissue. This was never officially intended and many districts
'absorbed' or otherwise disposed of the increased value of their stamp stock without surcharging the
stamps. Some smaller districts followed the example of Kharkov and many local postmaster provisionals are known. In a few cases the Savings Bank stamps were also surcharged for use at 100 times
face but this is a separate field of study. During this period Savings Bank stamps were officially issued
_for postal use at 100 times face value.

3. Used at 250 Roubles each regardless offace value. On the 15th August, 1921 a further increase
in the postal rates necessitated the revaluation and issue of all Postal Savings Bank and Control stamps
at 250 Roubles each regardless of face value. That this took effect immediately is illustrated by an
unusual cover in my collection (see fig. 5). The cover from Vitebsk to Quincy, U.S.A., was franked
by the sender at the 10 Rouble rate with a pair of 4 kop. and a single 2 kop. perf. arms type but on submitting it for registration the post-office informed him of the increase in rate. Presumably they did not
have available arms-type stamps to make up the additional 1,240 Roubles so the sender paid the full
1,250 Roubles and five 5 kop. Savings Bank stamps were stuck over the arms-type stamps. -The date of
the cance11ation is 15.8.21, the first day of the new rate which should, in fact, have been 11,000 Roubles
if ref (1) is correct in giving this same date as the introduction of higher rates for foreign mail. (No postage due was raised).
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4. Used at 1 million times face value. Inflationary postal rates ate into the stock of R.S.F.S.R.
issues and when the rates were raised again on 1st April, 1922 the arms-type stamps of all values were
reissued at 1 million times face for the kopeck values and 10,000 times face for the rouble values so· that
the 'numeral' on the stamps indicated the value in 1922 Roubles (one 1922 rouble equalled -10,000 old
roubles). Ref (1) states that the savings bank stamps of small format were also revalued .a t l million
times face. We are not aware of any covers or entires which confirm this usage although stamps with
cancels of April-June, 1922 are known. American Relief Administration cards (2) franked with large -.
format Savings Bank stamps used at 250 Roubles as late as May, 1922 have been recorded. l am sure
that the Editor would be very pleased to reproduce in the Journal any examples members may have
of the small format Savings Bank stamps used either at 250 Roubles or at 1 million times face after 1st
April, 1922.
.
In conclusion mention should be made of the Kiev provisionals in which the 5 kop. Savings Bank
stamps were surcharged with an enumerator to revalue to 7,500 and 8,000 (the latter is something of a
mystery since we know of no 8,000 Rouble rate) and the 10 kop. to)5,000 Roubles. (Sviatochino used
a crude handstamp for the same purpose creating a very desirable and rare postmaster provisional).
lt is this usage that accounts for the franking of a cover from Arzamas 9.2.22 to Kiev (see fig. 3) with
only a 5 kop. Savings Bank stamp and no postage due raised. The 7,500 Rouble rate came into force
three days before but the absence of a 7,500 surcharge was not noticed (it may even have been sold over
the counter as such and may have been a missing surcharge from the sheet-a mint pair, one without
surcharge, has been recorded) and no postage due was raised even when it was returned to the sender
when it could not be delivered.
Footnote:

Since preparing this manuscript A. Constantine has confirmed that in the past he has personally
handled 'double' sheets of Savings Bank Stamps with side by side printings of 100 stamps and a blank
margin between.
Bibliography:
(1) M. Liphschutz and Ch. Godard.
(2) R. J. Ceresa, Rossica Journal.

Le Timbre Sovietique 9, 8 (1966).
82, 42 (1972).

NINE CIVIL .WAR COVERS
Michael Rayhack

As readers will be aware, it has always been our policy to illustrate outstanding covers in the
collections of Society members, and these regular contributions are, we know, enjoyed by everyone.
"Outstanding" is not a very precise term; sometimes it can denote rarity, but mostly it denotes something
"unusual." After all, it is the "unusual" cover that most of us seek; we can hardly · look for rarities.
In illustrating no less than nine covers of the Civil War period from the splendid collection of
Mr. Michael Rayhack (Little Falls, N.J.) we acknowledge the great interest that can be gained from the
philately and postal history of this period. Unusual covers they all are; some indeed are rarities, and
all are a tribute to Mr. Rayhack's perseverance and continued hunt for Civil War material.
Before giving notes on each cover (illustrated in the centre pages) we might say something fairly
obvious, by drawing attention to the fact that some covers are shown a little larger than life size, while
some are slightly reduced. Hence cancellations shown can vary in actual size.
( l) COVER FROM NOYOROSSISK TO ROSTOV
This first cover was sent from Novorossisk, Black Sea District on 28.6.1919 to Rostov-on-Don.
It is unusual because both the Kuban stamp (25k./lk.) (used in White territory) and the Imperial 10k/7k.
were both declared invalid, and a charge of 70k. (35k. postage and 35k. penalty) raised. The purple
cachet at lower left reads 'Control, Underpaid (letters), Rostov-on-Don.' The reason for all this was
that Gen. Denikin and Kuban Govt. were at odds with each other, the feud even spreading to postage
stamps. Denikin stamps were invalid in Kuban territory, and vice-versa, except when properly franked
and cancelled in each others territory, and in transit.
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SEVASTOPOL COVER WITH INVERTED SURCHARGES
This local cover mailed in Sevastopol, Tavrida Govt. (Crimea) (5.12.20) shows a block of four
5R./20k. Wrangel Crimea stamps with inverted surcharge. Used Wrangel stamps from the Crimea are
scarce enough as loose copies, but a cover with inverted surcharges is indeed unusual. Note that the
word 'Zakaznoe' has been crossed out. Russian emigres in U.S.A. recognised the addressee as the
Sevastopol Postmaster, and in Mr. Rayhack's words, the postmaster knew a good thing when he saw it 1

(2)

(3) DENIKIN STAMPS USED ON COVER FROM UKRAINE
This unusual registered cover from Ekaterinoslav to Kharkov shows correct use of Denikin stamps
in White occupied territory in the Ukraine. The sender decided to add on a 1R. stamp overprinted
by a Kiev trident (not, mind you, an Ekaterinoslav trident) despite the fact this would not be acceptable
to the White postal authority, and regular Denikin stamps (3 x 35k., and 1 x 5k.). The cover was examined by military censorship, and rubber stamped in violet ink. "Opened by War Censorship Ekaterinoslav War Censor."
(4) RED ARMY SOLDIER'S LETTER TO STAVROPOL
This most unusual cover, a stampless and somewhat crumpled envelope, contained a Red Army
soldier's. letter, sent to Stavropol, presumably crossing ene1py Jines, since this _town was in White Army
hands when the letter arrived on 2.1 ?-19. The purple cachet impressed at lower left reads "7th SHOCK
TROOPS REVOLUTIONARY BATTALION WESTERN FRONT."
(5) KUBAN SURCHARGES ON SAVINGS BANK STAMPS
This registered letter from EKATERINODAR KUB. 15 OCT. 1919 'zhe' was used to despatch
800 roubles to Taganrog, where it arrived on 20 October, an excellent effort in a war-torn country. The
cover bears a pair and a single of the scarce l0R./lk. Savings Bank stamps, the whole cover having an
air of genuine use.
(6) PARCEL CARD USED FROM EKATERINODAR AFTER RED ARMY OCCUPATION
This registered card sent from EKATERINODAR KUB. on 24.5.20 to Moscow bears an unusual
franking of a strip of three 25R./25k. Arms types, and a block of ten 2k. unsurcharged Arms
types revalued to roubles.
It is said that the whole printing of the 25R./25k. was 10,000 stamps, and Mr. Rayhack tells us
that the majority were cornered, in fact, by members of the British Military Mission in South Russia,
and only about 100 copies were actually sold "over the counter." That there were philatelists active
in the Mission we know. from the pair of covers illustrated in B.J.R.J;>. 49, but it is puzzling as to how a
·
strip of these scarce stamps came to be used on a parcel card at such a late date.
(7) REGISTERED MONEY LETTER FROM EKATERINODAR AFTER RED ARMY
OCCUPATION
An almost companion item to the preceding card, being a registered cover from EKA TERINODAR KUB. "zhe" dated 9.7.20 addressed to Rostov. It bears a fine 'single 25R./7k., and a nice single
· 10R./15k. Only 2,000 of the 25R./7k. were printed, and it is thought that many did not reach the P.O.
counter. The date of use (9.7.20) is close to the dead-line of 31.7.20, when all Kuban surcharges had
apparently to be taken off sale, and remainders sent to Moscow.
,
(8) COVER FROM YALTA TO KHARKOV, 13 MAY, 1919
This remarkable cover, bearing a single 35k./1k. imperf. Arms type, cancelled YALTA 13 MAY,
1919, was received at Kharkov on 22 May, 1919. Both towns were in Red Army hands at that time.
·
and to have such a fine usage of a scarce stamp is most remarkable.
(9) WHITE ARMY FIELD POST OFFICE CANCELLATION
In some respects this is the most remarkable cover in Mr. Rayhack's remarkable series since
it shows the first recorded example of a cancellation of the White Army Field Post. The front of the
cover is addressed to the "First Partisan Regiment of Terek province, Village Ordunu, to the Cossack
Constantinu Yakovlevitchu Brovkini." The reverse shows two copies of 5k, Arms type, and a single
25k./1k. (Kuban surcharge) cancelled USPENSKAIA KUB. 'a' 18.5.1919, with the sensational field
post cancellation added, reading 'MAIN FIELD POST (indistinct wording ? office) of ARMED
FORCES OF SOUTH RUSSIA' 19.5.1919. However, the letter was not delivered for another four
years according to the faint datestamp (23.6.23) on the front of the cover reading' ... . . .. . . . biusk,'
in either Kharkov or Kherson govts.
Page 14
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MAIL FROM POLISH REFUGEE CAMPS IN CENTRAL AND EAST
AFRICA 1 1943 -1946
Ronald P. Knighton

Many people from Central Europe lost their homes and became displaced persons during the
second World War and some Poles, particularly women and children found temporary homes in Central
Africa.
Following the invasion of Poland -by Soviet Russia many Polish soldiers were taken prisoner and
were transported with their.wives and families to the Soviet Union. British political intervention eventually led the Russians to allow the Poles to move. to the south and through Persia to the Middle East.
Some of the women and children went on to Africa where Polish Refugee or Resettlement Camps were
set up.
There were·cainps at Koja, near Kampala on the north of Lake Victoria;.at Marandalfas, approximately 50 miles south-east of Salisbury in Southern Rhode3ia on the railway running from Salisbury
to the port of Beira; another was at Abercorn near the southern tip of Lake Tanganyika. Still others
were situated nearer the coast, at Tengeru by Arusha, a little south of Kilimanjaru, the 19,000ft.. high
peak in Tanganyika, and at Irangi some 100 miles south-west of Arusha.
Most letters from the camps bear the sender's name and camp address on the envelope flap, disclosing the place of origin; frequently the letters were sent to Poles in the armed forces in the Middle
East or "Paiforce" (Persia and Jrak Force), or to the Polish Boy Scouts' Association. Nearly all letters
•were censored and the envelopes have either lables or strikes to show this. Many have a British type
label "Opened by examiner N/ .... ," black printing on white paper this is together with a "Passed by
Censor" strike in green, red or violet. The envelopes also show Polish censorship. Usually there is a
circular strike "Ocenzurowano Examined by Censor." with a number (No. 53 or 55) in the centre. There
are also adhesive labels with the same wording printed in red on white paper used in conjunction with
the British type label.
Stamps of Southern Rhodesia _were used on mail fx:om Ab:,rcorn and M1randallas; Kenya, Uganda
and Tanganyika stamps on mail from other camps and all covers began with a civilian type postmark.
The routes taken are shown by the sequence of postmarks, the normal procedure seems to have been
civilian post office, British Military Post Office, and finally to the Polish Forces' service.
The Polish Field Post Office markings are familiar to those who served in the Middle East-Poczta
Polowa 102 (Cairo), Glowna Poczta Polowa 101 (Quassassin). Other abbreviations are:-F.P.O.=
Field Post Office, B.A.P.O.=Base Army Post Office, E.A. A.P.O.·= East African Army Post Office.
Examples of routes are as follows:-Cover stamped in oval "Refugee Settlement Marandellas
23 Feb. 1943" Registered; Southern Rhodesia 6d stamp; British type censor label, rectangular censorship strike on this; Polish censor label and strike No. 53; Postmarks Marandallas 23.2.45; A.P.O.U.M.K.P. 26.2.45; B.A.P.O. 12.4.45; Poczta Polowa 102, 13.4.45; Glowna Poczta Polowa 10116.4.45;
Poczta Plowa 18.4.45. Time taken 54 days.
From Polish Refugee Camp Tengeru Via Arusha, sent to an officer in the Polish Forces in Paiforce; Registered air mail with British and Polish censors and with the following postmarks,-Arusha
22.4.43, Tanga, E.A. A.P.O.2 (Nairobi)E.A. A.P.O. 66 (Mombassa), B.A.P.O. 4, P.P.101 .. Poczta Polowa
114. 30.5.1943.
One cover needs special mention, a Military cover, not censored, sent to Polish Liaison Officer,
Headquarters, Middle East Forces M.E.20 from the Polish Territorial Advisor for Consular and Military
Affairs, Kampala. A Kampala registration label, airmail label, Kenya Uganda and Tanganyika stamps
1 shilling and 60 cents cancelled Kampala Registered, and the strikes of Poczta Polowa 102 and Glowna
Poczta Polowa 101 are on the envelope, :· The time taken was five days and as there were no intermediate
postmarks the Jetter probably went direct by air.
·
Three other camps are known to have been in existence and it is surprising how little mail seems
to have survived. The inhabitants were dispersed to find new homes in North and South America,
or .England, and in a few cases to return to their native land.
(Mr. Knighton's display of covers from the Polish Refugee Camps in East Africa (some of which
are illustrated in the centre pages, with a sketch map of the area) gained the Stibbe Rose Bowl at the
meeting held on 24th November, 1973).
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DAGESTAN

'·STARS"

P. T. Ashford
It may be interesting to learn that Stanley Gibbons Ltd. are about to list, for the first time, the
comparatively little known Mountain Republic (or 'Dagestan') stamps in their forthcoming edition
of the European catalogue. As a Caucasian collector, my advice was certainly to do so, for the stamps
concerned were unquestionably used, and their very scarcity helps to support their validity as a properly
constituted issue. It therefore seems timely that some comments on this rather obscure issue should
be made in the pages of our Journal.

The North Caucasian Mountaineers' Republic first emerged in May, 1918, when an area roughly
comprising the Terek oblast (or district) centred on Vladikavkaz, proclaimed its independence, and, in
fact, when the Turks arranged to discuss their demands with the newly-born independent Democratic
Federative Republic of Transcaucasia, at the Batum Conference on 11 May, 1918, they suggested that
a representative from the Mountaineers-Haidar Bammat-be admitted to the discussions. Later on,
in November 1918 by which time Transcaucasia had split up into the constituent republics of Georgia,
Armenia, and Azerbaijan, the Georgians invited the others, and the Mountaineers, to a Caucasian Conference to settle their many differences, though the Conference was not a success. In the spring of 1919,
the Volunteer Army of General Denikin made short work of occupying Vladikavkaz, destroying the
Republic of the Mountaineers, and invading Dagestan. The Mountaineers appealed to the Allies for
help, protesting against the invasion of their country by the Volunteer Army. These pleas were disregarded, though Georgia and Azerbaijan tried to help, though their efforts were ineffective. By early
1920, the Volunteer Army was no more, and Bolshevik forces occupied the North Caucasus, concentrating on the borders of Azerbaijan before invading that country on 27 April.
The Gorskaya Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic ("The Mountain SSR") was formed at
Vladikavkaz on 24 January, 1921, later issuing its own stamps. These comprised three values of the
1909-17 Arms type issue of Imperial Russia, handstamped in black with a five-pointed star within a
circle. Between the points of the star are the Russian characters G.S.S.R. The values used were 2k.,
Sk., and IOk. perf. and the 2k. and Sk. imperf. All the stamps are scarce, but the imperforate items
particularly so.
Postally used stamps are most difficult to find, and of the few in the writer's collection (see illustrations in the centre pages) their dates of use appear to be September or October, 1922, and are from
locations in the Terek district. The writer has probably mentioned too often the true story of the late
S. D. Tchilinghirian, who was an active collector of Transcaucasia even at that time. His uncles were
connected with the Chiatury manganese mines in Georgia, and passed over such covers from Transcaucasia as came their way, A cover bearing 'Dagestan stars' received by Tchilinghirian in this way
had its stamps cut off by scissors, our late philatelic friend not realising then that the stamps were very
scarce used and virtually impossible to get on cover. A painful memory for a distinguished philatelist!
No doubt collectors tended to associate them somehow with the better known, and much more common,
'Azerbaijan Stars.' This writer has never seen a Mountain Republic cover. Can any reader point to
one?
It is certain that the stamps were sold at rates far in excess of face value, because of the general
Russian inflation in 1922/23.
Very small remainders were sent to the Soviet Philatelic Association in Moscow in the 'twenties,
and quickly disposed of. This is the source of most of the unused stamps we see. Even so, blocks are
infrequently seen. The late Charles Stibbe possessed the best holding known to the writer, having a
pane of 25 of each of the three perforated values. The control number was '2' on the Sk. pane. He
also had a block of six, a block of four, and a single 5k.; but only a single imperf. stamp-a 2k. value,
reflecting the scarcity of the imperf. values.
There is some confusion among collectors about the area over which the stamps were used. Certainly they were used in Vladikarkaz, and generally in the Terek. Were they used in Dagestan? At
Petrovsk, or Derbend? If not, why call them Dagestan at all? Old habits die hard, and it must be
admitted they have always been called Dagestan, and one is loath to change. It is understood S. G.
will list them under Dagestan, with the sub-title of 'Mountain Republic,' and perhaps that is the best
way.
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FIVE COVERS, REVOLUTION, FIVE RATES
A. Prado

Some years ago l was fortunate securing a lot of Postal History .at auction. The lot included
several covers sent from Russia to other countries of Europe. Nothing unusual however except five
covers which attracted my attention. All envelopes of the same size, they were addressed to W. T.
Wilson, 18 Livingstone Road, Birmingham, England, from Petrograd-on the same day, 12/25
December 1917-registered and with different postage.
Unfortunately a search for information about international mail rates of this period of change
in Russia did not help. The study by Karlinsky published in "Filatelya S.S.S.R." and translated in
the Rossica No. 73, p. 62, 1967, does not show the rates for international mail.
Following another path, I checked my covers and, to my surprise, among hundreds of them I
found.none of the November-December 1917 period. As a compensation I found a registered 3 kop/
5 kop. stationery envelope sent from MOSCOW to the same person in Birmingham. The amount of
postage: 40 kop. Considering the date of the cancellation-20.9.17-1 assumed this was the prevalent
rate for a normal registered letter sent to Birmingham on 12/25 December, 1917.
Before we get involved into some considerations I give below the details of the five covers under
~crutiny.
I-Registered cover 465
a-Black circular cancel PETROGRAD 12.12.17 "d" with 28.5mm. diameter.
b-Boxed War Censor's Office number 94 in violet, Type Pl8.
c-Boxed War Censor's control number 78 in violet, Type Cl.
d-Amount of postage: 2 Rub.
e-Stamps: 2 x I Rub. imperforate.
2-Registered cover 467.
a-As above.
b-As above.
c-As above.
d-Amount of postage: 2 Rub. IO kop.
e-Stamps: 2 x 70 kop. imperforate plus 2 x 35 kop. imperforate.
3-Registered cover 474
a-As above.
b-As above.
c-As above.
d-Amount of postage: 44 kop.
e-Stamps: 22 x 2 kop. imperforate.
4-Registered cover 484
a-Black circular cancel PETROGRAD 12.12.17 "d" 14 with 22.5mm. diameter.
b-Bol(ed War Censor's Office number 39 in violet, Type PlS.
c-Boxed War Censor's control number 96 in violet, Type Cl.
d-Amount of postage: 64 kop.
e-Stamps: 4 x 15 kop. imperforate plus 2 x 2 kop. imperforate.
5-Registered cover 486
a-Same as la.
b-Same as I b.
c-Same as le.
d-Amount of postage: 60 kop.
e-Stamps: 2 x 20 kop. imperforate plus 2 x 10/7 kop. inverted, perforate.
Now the considerations: The Petrograd labels of registry are 465, 467, 474, 484 and 486. The
amount of postage in succession: 2 Rub., 2 Rub. lO kop., 44 kop., 64 kop., and 60 kop. Why this
difference? Between 465 and 467 only 10 kop., 484 and 486 4 kop., but between 467 and 474 the difference is I Rub. 66 kop. and between 465 and 474 I Rub. 56 kop! Apparently the P.O. Window was the
same and with the same clerk. The cancellations were struck in the same fashion with the same handstamp except 484 which has the small black cancellation of PETROGRAD and War Censor's Office
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number 39 and Censor's control number 96. All covers have the re-sealing slip, black lettering on white
paper, type Rt. All covers have the blue cross in pencil and on the back the arrival cancellation of the
registration office in LONDON. All in red with the date 4 February 1918 except 484 which has the
cancellation in black dated 2 February 1918.
So many letters sent on the same day to the same address, in the same Post Office with different
rates did not raise the suspicions of the P.O. clerk, the War censor did his duty and the letters went to
England unmolested. Right? I do not know. A question remains unanswered: If the Petrograd
people worried with the revolution did not give too much attention to the mail rates why did the British
Post Office not apply POSTAGE DUE on the covers emanating from the PETROGRAD EKSPEDITIA "d" 14?
Ref.-1-CENSOR AND CONTROL MARKS OF WARTIME PETROGRAD, by R. Casey
and B. Evans. B.S.R.P. Journal 42, Dec. 1966.
2-FILATELYA SSSR/Translation on Rossica Magazine 73, 1967.
3-THE BOLSHEVIK REVOLUTION 1917-1923, by E. Carr, Vol. 1, chapter 5. Penguin
books.

(Editor's Note: W. T. Wilson of Birmingham was a well-known stamp dealer in the 1920's. Doubtless the covers are of philatelic origin, and the Petrograd correspondent was trying to use as many different values of the lmperf. Arms type stamps as he could. Perhaps it was considered they were emergency
issues of short duration?).

SOVIET VARIETIES
H. Norwood
Varieties are to be found in a great number of Soviet stamps and many of these are not yet listed
in any catalogues, not even in the official Soviet catalogue, although articles about varieties have been
appearing frequently in the journal Filatelya S.S.S.R.
Among the definitive issues there is no possible doubt that all varieties had postal validity, even
though some imperforated versions of early issues were on sale only at the philatelic bureaux. However, some of the commemoratives appear to be in a different category.
Many commemorative stamps have been reissued at later dates either because of their popularity
with collectors, or because of the intrinsic interest of the event or person being commemorated. These
later printings in some cases can be distinguished from the original issue by small differences in design,
size, shade or paper, or, in the case of photogravure stamps, by the screen of dots making up the design.
[n some cases where the stamps .have been cancelled to order, those of the first printing are ungummed
and those of the second printing are fully gummed, e.g., S. G. 1692-93 and S. G. 1725-28.
The question that arises with later printings of Soviet stamps is that in some cases only cancelledto-order copies of the second printing appear to exist. If this can be confirmed, then in my opinion such
second printings should be classed as mere reprints and collectors and dealers should be on their guard
and be in a position to recognise the reprints and not offer them for exchange or for sale without describing them as such.
It would be interesting to know whether other collectors have noted the apparent absence of
-either mint or commercially used copies of any variety of a Soviet stamp or set of stamps, also to have
the views of other collectors on the classification of such stamps, in the event of my hypothesis being
confirmed.
One such set appears to be the 1947 "800th Anniversary of Moscow" S. G. 1286-1296 whose differ•ences were fully described in Fi/atelya S.S.S.R. for March 1968. (See also the article by Mr. A. S. Waugh
in B.J.R.P. No. 43). The first printing appeared in September 1947 and the second late in 1950. The
printings cari be distinguished by the papers used. The first printing is on a moderately translucent
paper so that the design can be seen through the back. The second printing is on a more opaque paper
and the design shows less clearly or not at all through the back. (The comparison should be made by
laying the stamps face downwards rather than by holding them up to the light). The other differences
are tabulated below.
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1st Printing
Value
1. Picture is brown to dark brown
5k
2. Border is dark blue
3. Date is in white figures.
4. Letter "C" in MOCT . at bottom right is normal

!Ok

5. The word MOCKBbl at the top may have clear
thin lines inside the letters, or else these lines
are completely absent
I. Picture is black or grey black
2. Border is reddish-brown
3. Gum is either smooth or shows horizontal
streaks
4. Two sizes are known,
33 x 38mm. and 33.5 x 49mm.

1. Picture is brownish-black to black
60k
Moscow 2. Lettering ·is dark red brown
3. Length 54.5mm., with the picture 46mm.
River
Bridge

lR

2nd Printing
Picture is grey brown
Border is dull black or bluishblack
Date lightly shaded in grey
This letter C has a curled dark
line near the bottom
In the word MOCKBbl there are
always faint lines inside the
letters
Picture is grey
Border is brown
Guin shows ·vertical streaks
Only one size, 33 x 38mm.
Picture is grey-brown
Lettering is light red brown
Length is 53.9mm. with the
picture 45;2mm.

1. Dark greyish purple
2. The oval bearing the dates in upper right
corner is light purple

Dark bright purple
The oval is dark purple

The photogravure screen is made up of diamond
shaped dots lying parallel to the short side

The screen is of square dots.
Most values also show a difference in the shade

.

All the
other
seven
values

In addition, the miniature sheet in the same series, MS 1300a, issued in December, 1947, was
reissued in 1951, but in this case mint copies of both printings are to be found. The two printings can
be distingui:,hed as follows :
First printing: Top line of text is 62mm. long and the distance between the lines of text is 89mm.
Second printing: Top line of text is 60.5mm. and the distance between the lines of text is 90.5mm ..
Also the sky is bluer and lighter than in the first printing.
Soviet varieties occurring ·only once in -each _sheet
In some stamps a broken letter may have the appearance of another letter of the Russian alphabet.
Such a variety may occur only once in each sheet.
I. S. G. 2184, Admiral Rudnev.
A variety exists with his name spelt RUDCHEV instead of RUDNEY, i.e., ·a broken "H ."
2. S. G. 3904, 50th Anniversary of Abkhazian Republic.
There is a variety with the letters LSSR instead of ASSR, i.e., a broken "A."
An error of typesetting appears to be the cause of a variety of S. G : 4009. This stamp is printed in sheets
of 20, 4 x 5; No. 7 in the sheet has the upper line of text set I mm. lower than in the rest 9f the stamps
in the sheet. (There is another variety of this stamp with the letters and figures in a heavier type than
the first examples seen. This may be a further printing and occur throughout the sheet).
Varieties of Soviet definitive stamps
A major variety of S. G. 551, issued in 1929, 50 kop., Girl farmworker in overall carrying sickle
on her right shoulder. Watermarked paper. This stamp exi_sts in two varieties:
Type I. The blade of the sickle passes under the shoulder-strap of the girl's overall.
Type II The blade of the sickle passes over the shoulder-strap.
Several markedly different shades exist in both types. Since the reissue on unwatermarked paper in
1937 is Type II, we must assume this to be the redrawn design, though one wonders why the sickle did
not faH . off the girl's shoulder!
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Many Soviet stamps printed by photogravure show differences in the screen of dots making up
the picture. These are usually either diamonds or squares. However, new types of screens were used
in the 12 kop. value of the 1961 definitive issue.
S. G. 2533, perf. 12 x 11 ½, has a screen of rounded dots lying in straight lines horizontally, whilst
vertically the lines are wavy.
.
S. G. 2533a, perf. 12 x 12½, has a screen of dots in straight lines both horizontally and vertically,
making a pattern of squares. Moreover the dots are no longer so roundeq but rather square.
S. G. 2923, Poletaev commemoration.
The stars on the medals to the left of the portrait are normally in yellow-gold . I have a left marginal horizontal pair in which the left hand star in the marginal copy is silver instead of gold.
THE PRINTING SCREENS USED IN SOVIET PHOTOGRAVURE STAMPS
Many Soviet stamps printed by photogravure have varieties of the same stamp shown by differences in the screen of dots making up the picture. This is very common indeed during the period 19391951 and a few examples are found in later stamps. In some cases, where a stamp is known in two
sizes, the type of screen also differs between one size and another.
The three types of dots are (I) diamonds pointing vertically; (2) diamonds pointing horizontally :
(3) squares.
The following list is compiled mainly from articles in Filatelya S.S.S.R . but includes a small
number of others that I have noted,and there may well be others. (S. G. numbers).
List I: (1939-1948). Stamps differ in having screens of diamonds pointing vertically in one type
and horizontally in the other. 856, 856a, 857, 858a, 859, 860, 861, 863, 863a, 864, 865; 888, 889; 893:
898,899; 910,911; 947; 995,996; 1013, 1014, 1017; 1018, 1020, 1021; 1033, 1036; 1044; 1145; 1153 ;
1161; 1163, l 165; 1191; 1193, 1194; 1205, 1208, 1209; 1223 lmperf; 1228; 1276 ; 1302; 1334; 1380:
1388, 1395.
.
'
List II: (1946-1951). Screens of diamonds (pointing either horizontally or vertically) and screens
of squares. 1214; 1215, 1217, 1218, 1219; 1270, 1271, 1272, 1274, 1275; 1288, 1289, 1290, 1291, 1292,
1293, 1294; 1343, 1344; 1394, 1395a, 1396, 1397a; 1434; 1449, 1451, 1454, 1456; 1466, 1467, 1468, 1469.
1470, 1471, 1472; 1497, 1498, 1499, 1500, 1501, 1502, 1503, 1504; 1505, 1506*; 1507*, 1508*; 1521*,
1522*; 1532, 1533, 1536*; 1539, 1540; 1549, 1550, 1551, 1552, 1553; 1554, 1555, 1556*, 1557 1559
1560, 1561, 1562, 1563,; 1566, 1567; 1569, 1571; 1575, 1576, 1577; 1620, 1621, 1622, 1623, 1624, 1625,
1626; 1667*; the larger sizes of 1710, 1716, 1718 and the smaller sizes of 1707, 1709, 1713, 1715, 1720,
1721.
In numbers marked with asterisk(*), the two varieties differ in size by½ to 1 mm; in each case the larger
size has the screen of squares.
In addition, 1216 has all three types of screen.
In 1960-61, S. G. 2421, and with the overprint 2656, both exist with screens of diamonds and of
squares.
The 12 kop. value of the 1961 definitive issue shows a further variety of screen.
S. G. 2533, perf. 12 x 11½, has a screen of rounded dots lying in straight lines horizontally, whilst
vertically the lines are wavy.
S. G. 2533a, perf 12 x 12½, has_ a screen of dots in straight lines both horizontally and vertically.
making a pattern of squares. Moreover the dots are no longer so rounded but rather square.
3 RUBLE, SOLDIER, S. G. TYPE 94; 1924-1926
The design of this stamp exists in two types. . In Type I, the left contour of the figure is not joined
to the base line, and in Type II there is a join between the left contour and the base line. (See photograph). The stamp exists on unwatermarked and on watermarked paper and is found imperforate
and with various perforations. · Table I shows the types listed in the Soviet 1970 catalogue. However,
this catalogue reversed the numbering of the types from that used in the 1955 and 1958 editions, probably because of the fact published in Filatelya S.S.S.R. by V. Karlinsky that the first stamp of this
design issued May 1924 was the perf. 13½ on unwatermarked paper (S. G. 392) and was of the type in
which the left contour of the .figure is not joined to the- base line. However, this stamp is not. listed in
Table 1, nor is the Type I perf 10 on unwatermarked paper, and both of these stamps exist, whilst I have
yet found no evidence of either of these stamps in Type II.
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Table I
With Wmk.

No. Wmk.
Imp.

P.to

*
*

Type I
Type II

P. 13½

P.13½

X

10

Imp.

P.12½

*

*·

*

*

P.13½

*

*

lt seems probable that in the renumbering of the types for the 1970 edition of the Soviet catalogue
some errors were allowed to creep in, and Table II, which corresponds to the information in the earlier
Soviet catalogues, but with the numbers allotted to the two types transposed, appears to be the most
likely correct list.

Table II
No Wmk.

Type l
Type H

lmp.
*

P.10

With Wmk.

P.13½

P.13½ x to

*

*

*

Imp.

*

P.12½
*

P.13½

*

*

Of the nine varieties shown in Table II, all but the unwatermarked Type I imperf and perf 13½ x to
are known to me to exist and none of the unlisted possible varieties is known to me.
rt would be interesting if other readers could supply any further information about this stamp .
. The articles by Karlinsky in the May and June 1968 issues of Filate/ya S.S.S.R. also state that
I. Type I, imperf, on unwatermarked paper, is one of the rarest of this series of definitives.
2. Type I imperf, without watermark has been forged by scratching out the join between the
left base of the figure and the base line. This scratching out can be seen under a magnifyingglass.
3. Both types, perf 12½ with watermark, are rare in mint condition, especially Type I, but
used copies are not uncommon.
4. Mint forgeries of Type II perf 12½ with watermark exist, made by perforating sheets of the
imperf stamp. The colours of the genuine stamps are fairly light, but on the forgeries they
are the darker shades as on the imperf stamps.
.

ESSAYS FOR 1921 SOVIET SURCHARGES
Prof. 0. Winterstein
Prof. Oskar Winterstein (Zollikon) has been kind enough to send us a photo print of a sheet of
'suggested' designs for the 1921 Soviet 'Star' surcharges, made originally by the late Agathon Faberge,
when in Petrograd, in June 1921. This large sheet (much reduced to accommodate it on a single page
of our Journal) is reproduced in the centre pages. We ·believe Mr. A. Werner (Munich) was able to
acquaint Prof. Winterstein about this item, which we understand is in the Leningrad Postal Museum.
The page is signed and dated by Agathon Faberge; and we have asked Mr. Oleg A. Faberge whether
the writing is by his late father, and he confirms this is so, though had not previously known of the existence of these drawings, which are superimposed pn .used Arms Type stamps.
Of course, none of these essays were used, though the example at bottom left of the page of
essays could well have been the germ of the type of surcharge eventually settled on.
We hope the reduced illustration gives a satisfactory idea of the many designs.
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THREE CANCELLATIONS
R. L. Joseph
We are indebted to our Hon. Treasurer, Mr. Robin Joseph, for showing us three rather interesting
cancellations which are reproduced in the centre pages.
KEM, ARKHANGEL DURING ALLIED OCCUPATION
Arms type stamps cancelled from towns and villages in the area occupied by Allied Forces in
North Russia during 1918/19 are seen from time to time, though (except perhaps from Arkhangel itself)
they are quite scarce. B.J.R.P. No. 36 devotes many pages to the Intervention Period and includes
some notes on the use of Russian adhesives at this time. Mr. Joseph has a nice copy of an imperf. 5
Roubles Arms Type, with a clear impression KEM, ARKH (ANGELSK) dated 4 March 1919, and is
the first instance of a Kem cancellation coming to light.

(I)

(2) NIZHNIE - NOVGOROD EXHIBITION, 1896
A clean example of an unusual cancellation on . l k. Arms type shows a single ring datestamp reading 3 N. NOVGOROD VIST (AVKA) 3 POCHT. TEL. OTO. dated 17 Oct. 1896. Mr.
Joseph understands that the All· Russian Industrial Art Exhibition was held in Nizhnie Novgorod in
1896 and assumes that this was one of the cancellations used Presumably two other single ring datestamps, (Nos. l, and 2) were similarly employed.
SMILTEN, MAY 1919
The third item shows a surcharged 3k. imperf Arms type handstamped '25 kop.' cancelled
SMILTEN "z" 31 May (1919). After the liberation of Riga on 22 May, 1919, the Red Army retreated,
followed from the south by the Latvian Kurland Army and units of the "Baltic Landeswehr." Latvian
units (volunteers) and formations of Estonian troops formed fighting groups in Livonia (Vidzeme) and
followed the Red Army from the north. At the end of May, they halted at Smitten.
During their advance, they found, in the Smilten Post Office, a few hundred Russian stamps
and surcharg~ them '25 kop.' by handstamp. The issue was necessary since no Latvian stamps could
be obtained, because of the disposition of the Red Army forces. After the fighting these stamps were
made valid for the whole of Latvia.

(3)

10k KITAI VERTICALLY LAID
Dr. A. H. Wortman
It is now twenty-six years since the present writer drew attention to the rarity of this
stamp (B.J.R.P. No. 2). At that time only six examples had been seen and all were in the same dark
shade and with perforations slightly misplaced so that the main design of the stamp is centred towards
the south east. All had the HANKOW POSTE RUSSE letter 'a' cancellation with 1909 dates where
the year was visible.
Readers may be interested to hear the background to the original article. It was during discussions with the late Will Huddy and comparing notes that we realised that in collections we had seen,
and also dealers' stock-books, the !Ok KITAI vertically laid was always missing. Then one day in
1945, while staying with Will, he mentioned that someone had arrived in Bodmin from Manchuria and
was rumoured to have some stamps for disposal. Together we found this man and from a metal box
under his bed he produced some booklets of stamps. There were Russian P.O.'s in China and there
were four examples of the !Ok KITAI vertically laid! We took two each.
Since then the present writer has kept a record of this stamp seen in collections or appearing at
auction. We know now that instead of the one sheet which had seemed likely in 1946 there were at
least three sheets, one of them with the inverted background. From this sheet only one example has
come to light so far. The three types are as follows:
Type I ; . Both main design and background in a dark indigo shade. Design centred to the south
.
east.
Type 2. Indigo shade, lighter than Type I. - Well centred.
Type 3. Blue shade. Background inverted . .
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Cancellations seen are in three types as follows:
Type i HANKOW POSTE RUSSE letter 'a.'
Type ii HANKOW in Cyrillic, letter 'a.'
Type iii. ODESSA in Cyrillic, number '15,' cross date. This must be an arrival cancellation
on ship mail from the East.
The record is as accurate as could be made, bearing in mind that some pieces have changed hands
and have been offered in auction more than once and it is very probable incomplete, but here it is:
Type 1. None recorded unused.
Type 1. with type i cancellation :
2 in the writer's collection.
2 ex Will Huddy
t in Prof. Bernhart's collection (U.S.S.R.)
1 in Paris
Total ...... 6
Type 1 with type ii cancellation:
3 (strip of three sold in 1950)
7 A piece with a strip of three and two pairs used together with a 3k and I k offered at
Corinphila auction in 1973.
1 ex J. V. Stuart
1 on a faked cover (see below)
Total. ..... 12
Type 2 mint:
4 a block ex J. V. Stuart
1 in E. G. Peel's collection
Total. .... . 5
Type 2 with type ii cancellation:
1 in E. G. Peel's collection
l ex J. V. Stuart
Total. ..... 2
Type 3 with type iii cancellation:
1 ex J. V. Stuart and ex Baughman
Total. ..... 1
A grand total of 26 if the above is accurate. The Peel type 2 mint may be ex H. R. Bland. The
Peel and the Stuart Type 2 with type ii cancellation may be the same stamp. Kurt Adler is believed to
have the mint block ex Stuart and may have one or both of Will Huddy's original two.
The faked cover referred to above was seen on the stand of a very well-known firm at the Paris
Philatelic Exhibition of 1964. As it had a single of each denomination of the KITAI stamps spread
out across the top of the cover, each neatly tied with a SHANGHAI cancellation, it had obviously been
put through the post by some collector without regard to the correct postal charge. One of the stamps,
put on towards the lower right-hand corner, was the 10k and Kurt Adler who bought the cover, discovered that it was on vertically laid paper. Examination revealed that the stamp was genuine but that
it had been added to the cover after the other stamps and tied with a faked cancellation. Kurt decided
to keep the cover because the stamp at least was genuine.
Readers will now we hope, help to correct and bring up to date the above list and we feel sure
that there are additions to be made, but this 10k is still a very rare stamp.
The above re-assessment of the subject of the original article was prompted by seeing a lot in a
recent auction catalogue described as being a pair of the 10k vertically laid on cover, valuation £100.
The illustration showed the pair cancelled PEKING in 1907. This made it highly suspect. The writer
called to see it but was told that it was still out "on View.'' Dr. Casey however did see it and confirms
that the stamps were on the horizontally laid paper.

~
The second part of Dr. A. H. Wortman's article on "Village Cancellations,. we hope will appear
in Journal No. 51 due for issue at the end of the year.
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OBITUARIES
CECIL W. ROBERTS
We are very sorry indeed to record the death, on 22nd Feb., of Mr. Cecil W. Roberts, a Past
President of our Society, at the age of 75. Although Cecil had suffered poor health for the past five
years, his friends in the Society were unaware that he had become very poorly in recent months, and the
sad news of his death came as an unexpected shock.
In earlier years, Cecil Roberts was a cornerstone of B.S.R.P. Joining the Society· as early as
1937, he took on the onerous post of Exchange Packet Superintendent between 1946 - 1947, became
President in 1950, and served for over ten years, between 1949 - 1959, as Research Superintendent. Apart
from contributing many articles on his favourite philatelic topic-Ukraine-to the Journal; and a regular
column of "Notes and Queries"; he is well-known for his series of handbooks on "The Trident Issues
of the Ukraine." The advent of this series of handbooks (initially in collaboration with the late Arthur
Greaves) cannot be underestimated, since they were the precursors of the many successful publications
produced under the aegis of the Society. All Ukraine collectors are grateful for them, particularly
as they are virtually the only works published in English on the Trident issues.
Always a stamp collector, Cecil Roberts joined the Royal Philatelic Society in 1923, collecting
Ukraine from that date. In those early days he was also keen on Air Mails, and, we believe, gave a
display of these to the Royal in the early twenties. Ukraine (and to a lesser extent, Imperials) claimed
his whole attention later on, and apart from displays and articles for B.S.R.P., he was largely responsible
for the revised listing of Ukraine for the Gibbons' catalogue in the 1950's. To our knowledge he gave
displays of Ukraine to the R.P.S. on at least two occasions, the last time on 27th May, 1971 which was
accompanied by an eleven paged paper. Pity that more exhibitors do not follow this splendid example.
Selected pages from Cecil Roberts' collection have been exhibited at most International Exhibitions
down the years, earning high awards on each occasion.
Moving from his native Surrey, to Shepton House, near Ilminster, Somerset, enabled Cecil Roberts
to arrange a number of week-end meetings in 1963 and 1964 where members of the Society were most
hospitably entertained by Cecil and Mrs. Roberts in delightful surroundings, and those fortunate to
remember the occasions will always recollect them with pleasure and gratitude.
To Mrs. Frances Roberts, and to his family, we offer our sincere condolences.
PROF. DR. MED. OSKAR WINTERSTEIN
As these notes are being written, we learn, with great sadness, that Professor Oskar Winterstein.
of Zollikon, Switzerland, died suddenly of a heart attack on 26th May, 1974.
Professor Winterstein's interest in Russian philately, embracing practically all its facets, was, we
believe, fanned by meetings and discussions with the late Simon Tchilinghirian. The result was not
only the gradual acquisition of many outstanding items, but also the assimilation of many comparatively ordinary covers and postmarks of Russia. It was this latter attribute that was particularly endearing, for Prof. Winterstein was ready and willing to treat a common cancellation with the same respect
as an expensive No. 1:
·
In recent years Oskar Winterstein submitted many interesting contributions to our Journal, and
indeed in this very issue, we reproduce a . series of essays by the late Agathon Faberge, details of which
he managed to 'acquire. · Always willing_to go to immense trouble to assist other collectors, Professor
Winterstein will be sadly missed in our·. circles. '.
To Mrs. Irene Winterstein, and to Professor Wiriterstein's family we express our deepest sympathy.
.
..
V. LINK
We are sorry to record the .death, in March, 1973, of a long standing member from Newark,
Ohio, Mr. V. Link. Mr. Link's interests in Russian philately were wide, but he was particularly interested in postal stationery, airmails, and cancellations.
H. LAUKE
The death of Herr H. Lauke, of Hanover Buchholz, West Germany, is also reported, which we
are likewise sorry to report.
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NEWS AND VIEWS

Where to begin? That is always a difficulty when writing such a column as this. Perhaps, for
once, we should be the perfect host, and me:1tion future and recent visitors to Engl:md, rather than talking about ourselves . We understand that Mr. Sam Robbins (Los Angeles) is attending the Stockholm
exhibition in Septemb:!r 1974 and hopes to visit London on his way back to U.S.A. when he would like
to meet some of our members. Likewise Mr. E. L. Filby (Kansas City) was hoping to make a European
visit again this year, and look in at one of our meetings. We hope these, and other visitors
have a pleasant time and good weather. Mr. Kaj Hellman (Lansa, Finland) visited Lo:idon in January,
and managed to get to Chester for one night. His haul of Finnish material from Lond'Jn stamp dealers
was not impressive (nor indeed could your Editor help very much!) but we managed to converse for
most of the night on matters philatelic! We have an article from Kaj on certain aspe::ts of early Imperial
issues which we shall be including in the next Journal. Another visitor from Finland was Mr. Oleg
Faberge who visited Northern England to see Mr. Cliff Hamiford's collection of Zemstvos at Chesterfield in April, your Editor acting as chauffeur from Manchester Airport. We are sure Oleg had a pleasant
trip, our big regret being that due to lack of time, more B.S.R.P. members were unable to meet our
esteemed friend.
This year the Philatelic Congress of Gt. Britain was held at Enghien-le,-Bain;, north of Paris.
Dr. and Mrs. Alfred Wortman were able to attend, representing B.J.R.P., CliifHan:lford missing it for the
first time for 22 years. Alfred obviously had a marvellous time (it see'lls from what he says the whole
thing was one long glass of champagne!), meeting Mr. M. Liphsc'hutz and Mr. A. lllinsky (from Paris),
and also our member Mr. P. Marsden. In the exhibition of m!lterial on s'.nw at the Congress, Mr.
Liphschutz showed some of his "No. I's" (amongst others) including his fam;ms No. I used on cover
he/ore 1st Jan. 1858; his unique sheet of paper with "No. I" watermark, and his similar sheet of "No.
2" watermark (one of two sheets known, the other being in the Tapling Collection at the British
Museum). Dr. Wortman recollects seeing at the same exhibition (in an exhibit of Mongolia by Mr.
T. Golzberg, of the local Enghien Society, there was a IR. KITAI with URGA v' MONGOLII ZAGR.
P.K. cancel.lation . . The existence of the JR. KITAI used in Urga is queried in the Tchilinghirian-Stephen
work, and Alfred cannot find any reference to it in later B.J.R.P. "Used Abroad Chronicles." At the
Congress Banquet, Mr. Liphschutz produced a piece de resistance for Alfred's benefit, a postcard used
internally in 1916, cancelled USTKUTA-YAKUTSK PAROKH. No. I.

Mr. Boris Pritt (Ruislip) mentions apropos the "'Perfins" article in No. 49, that Mr. R. P.
Knighton is able to say that the V. E. perforation on the Finnish stamp was used by Victor Ek Oy, Helsinki. Mr. W. Franenlob (Bern, Switzerland) has sent a photo print of a I Ok.. Postal Stationery envelope
cancelled OREL ... . APR. 1870, bearing a small rectangular framed handstam::, in bhck reading NOCH
("night"), the frame measuring 34 x 14½mm., the only example knowi1 to date. Boris says there are
also markings denoting 'morning,' 'midday,' or 'evening.'
Great activity between members of our Society an j 3tanley Gibbon, Ltd., in helping in the revision
of forthcoming catalogue lists for Russia and Countries. Mr. H. Norwood is helping to get some of the
many Soviet varieties included in the next edition, whilst we understand Mr. W. E. Kellaway has also
been helping the catalogue editor with Soviet matters. As re:::ounted else·.vhere in this Journal, your
Editor has been pressing for the inclusion of Dagestan, and followed this by the submission of a very
changed listing for Georgia, which will be included in the next edition. He has also promised to do
something with the Trancaucasian Federation listing. Mr. Basil Drennan has likewise been most active
in helping the catalogue editor..
·
What of International Exhibitions? A host of results, and perhaps we should give the most
recent first. However, our usual word of warning; we find it difficult to cover awards given to all our
members, the world over. The English philatelic papers carry only news of the successes of local collectors, and we often do not know of awards gained by our members elsewhe,e. At the INTERNABA
exhibition at Basle (June 7th-16th), Mr. M. A. Bojanowicz, R.D.P., our President, won a gold medal
for his new study of Russian issues used in Poland; Mr. M, Liphschutz, R.D.P., a verneil medal; Mr.
Harry von Hofmann a silver medal;·our indefatigable Hon. Secretary (Mr. John Lloyd) likewise a silver
(Postal History); and Mr. E. Kobylanski a silver-bronze medal (Ukraine "Tridents"). We understand that the standard of exhibits was very high. Mr. Bojanowicz's exhibit was taken out of the 'Classe
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d'Honneur' and placed in the competitive classes by the Jury.
At Indipex-73 (India's first International Exhibition, held in New Delhi, 14th-23rd November,
1973), Mr. M.A. Bojanowicz won the Grand Prix International (a fine ornamental silver tray presented
by the Empire of India P.S. in memory of the late Ja! Cooper) for his Imperial Russia used in Poland.
Mr. Bojanowicz's " Kingdom of Poland" was shown in the Court of Honour, and is, of course, an entirely
separate collection. Alex Droar won a gold medal for his Imperials, with zemstvos, and Used Abroad,
as did Mr. E. Kobylanski (specialised Ukraine 1918-20). John Lloyd gained a large silver (zemstvos);
and Boris Pritt a silver for his fine collection of P.O.W. cards.
I.B.R.A.-Munchen 1973 again saw Mr. Bojanowicz's early Poland, which was invited and shown
in the Court of Honour, earning a gold medal.
Mr. Lloyd has received a letter from Mr. A. R. Torrance, IO Mylne Avenue, Dollar, Clacks,
Scotland who is Hon . Secretary of the "Civil Censorship Study Group" which concerns itself with civil
censorship as shown on covers, as opposed to military censorship. · Interested members should write
to Mr. Torrance for more details.
Dr. R. .Casey (Orpington) it will be remembered from B.J.R.P. 49 (News and Views) is a keen
supporter that the "Par" in Vilna "Par" refers to "Parakhod" (Steamer). Last October he met a Mr.
Z. A. Siemaszko, who lived in Vilna between the wars, and he confirmed the fact that not only was the
river navigable, but that a regular steamer service operated between Vilna and Verko, some 30 k.m.
upstream, during the summer. Whether the steamers used special cancellations, Dr. Casey's friend did
not, of course, know.
Colour must have been brought to the cheeks of local readers of "Stamp Collecting" for on several
occasions this year, the enterprising firm of David Field Ltd. (42 Berkeley Street, London, WIX 5FP)
have published whole, or half page, advertisements of Zem5tvo material. What is more, they say that
response has been exceptionally good! It must hav.:: been, to continue advertising in this way!! Perhaps
this is an indication of an ever-increasing demand for Russian material?
One of our recently joined members from U.S.A., Mr. John R. Gentle (Charleston) has a remarkable collection of Russian " Cinderella" items. He calls it his " back of the book" collection. Apart
from a fine collection of early revenues, including some early Finland, his fiscals include St. Petersburg
and Moscow police dept. stamps. These latter, we were interested to note, bear the respective coats
of arms of the cities, the crossed anchors of St. Peters burg, and St." George slaying the dragon for Moscow.
These same arms were used, incidentally, as silver hallmarks for these cities until fairly late in the 19th
century.
Dr. Gordon Torrey (Washington) apart from managing the affairs of Rossica Society, has been
a worthy award winner at exhibitions in U.S.A. He won the Grand Award at S.E.P.A.D. (Philadelphia)
for Ottoman Postal History, which he also showed at Los Angeles (S.E.S.C.A.L.). He also gained two
gold awards for Russia Used Abroad at N.A.P.E.X. (Washington) and FLOREX (Clearwater,
Florida) plus a special award for the best Postal History exhibit. Splendid!
What perturbs your Editor, however, is what actually happens to all these medals? Are they
placed in your coffin when you die, a la Egyptology-or-as we secretly believe they are quickly melted
down to provide funds to enter the next International ?
We were pleased, recently, t'o receive two letters from veteran philatelist Dr. Vassil Stoyanoff
{Russe, Bulgaria), who will be shortly celebrating his 80th birthday. In recent years, he has increasingly suffered from arthritis, but has managed to combine treatment at the Burgas mineral baths each
year, with inspections of local archives, in case he can find more information about the operation of the
Russian Post in Bulgaria 1877/1878. Our best wishes to you Dr. Stoyanoff!
The Committee of B.S.R.P. are anxious to reprint some of the early numbers of the Journal,
providing there is a reasonable demand. Members interested are asked to notify Mr. Lloyd (not the
present Editor, who has more than he can manage with current issues!) and say which particular numbers
they are keen to obtain.
A happier note from Andy Cronin (Toronto) who has recently had to give up editing the Rossica
Journal due to overwork. He is having an almost complete rest from doing articles, etc., and he feels
this is doing him the world of good. Here's hoping it won't be long before you feel really Al!
Bill Stephen (Aberlour) has been in hospital in Aberdeen a second time and is at home recuperating after an operation, which we hope will be successful in · alleviating some leg trouble wfiich is ailing
him. At present confined to the house, Bill chaffs at missing the summer weather, when he likes to be
out of doors. Best wishes, Bill, and the hope that there will be good news from your next check-up.
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REVIEWS OF NEW PUBLICATIONS
"Illustrated Postage Stamp History of Western Ukrainian Republic 1918-1919" by John Bulat, obtainable
from the author at P.O. Box 91, Main Station, Yonkers, N. Y. 10702, U.S.A. (10.0i) dollars, post paid).
96 pages (illustrated). Hard cover.s.
Here is a book which all collectors of Western Ukraine will welcom~, and collectors of Ukrain-::
will find as a supplement to their interests because of the illustrations of tridents struck on West Ukrainian covers.
The study of West Ukraine has been restricted in this country be::ause of the lack of inform'ltion
available in English; this book will remedy the position. A bibliography lists a number of books in
German and many more in Ukrainian on the subject but none are published in this country.
The book begins with a detailed map of the Western Ukrainian Republic and shows the places
from which the issues of stamps were made. Mr. Bulat de'lls thoroughly with the history of the post
of the period and has a photographic illustration of a Decree authorising one of the issues, and goes.
stage by stage through the various issues, Lwow, Kolomyja and Stanislavov.
The study of West Ukrainian stamps entails a study of overprints, and this book has a remarkable section showing first the printing blocks and then enlarge:nents of the first Kolomyja and Stanislavov issues.
Reference is made to the Rumanian Occupation issues and the "Ukrainization" of stamps and
postmarks. This latter section is well illustrated with rare postmarks anµ other markings. The whole
book is in fact well illustrated and well printed, and its hundrd pages include a dozen photos of covers
as well as stamps and blocks of overprints. A short chapter deals with the Vienna issues; like some
other issues of Eastern Europe after the first World War they were dreams of what might have been a
reality.
Some stamps and covers so seldom appear on the stamp market that their value is difficult to
assess and auction prices can vary according to time and place, particularly so between U.S.A. and
Europe. The author does not give any prices or estimated values; it would have been helpful if he could
have indicated the relative scarcity of the stamps.
Many items referred to are almost impossible for the collector to obtain and their illustration
is a record worth having.
R. P. K.
JOURNAL OF THE ROSS/CA SOCIETY OF RUSSIAN PHILATELY No. 84, and No. 85, 1973.
Edited by Andrei'! Cronin. Copies obtainable at 3.50 dollars each, plus postage, from Mr. Norman Epstein,
33 Crooke Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. 11226, U.S.A.
We often find we collect two issue3 of 'Rossic:i' before an opportunity occurs to review their
invariably interesting contents; this time Nos. 84 and 85 are before us. This too is a rather special
occasion, for after a lengthy spell in the Editorial Chair, Andy Cronin has been forced by a combination
of circumstances (a return to Canada; indifferent health; and medical advice to "slow down") to give
up this unpaid yet onerous task, and No. 85 was his last issue as Editor. It goes without saying how
sorry we were to hear this news, for Andy has shown rare ability in this work, and "Rossica" has
blossomed under his control. Our best. wishes to him in Toronto, and a welcome to Mr. Rimma A.
Sklarevski who will be taking over the Editorship of future numbers. Rimma has done sterling work,.
in years gone by, for Rossica Journal, and we look forward very much to succeeding numbers.
No. 84 "kicks off" with a valuable article from the pen of our own Dr. R. J, Ceres1 on "Postage
Due" Mail which includes illustrations of no less than 32 covers (albeit reduced in size). One item
we are still puzzling over is a nice cover franked by 35k. Arms type cancelled (we think) aboard a postal
wagon ROSTOV-BAKU 'b' on 2.8.19. We are not surprised there was "More-to-Pay" on arrival at
Essentuki. The date is tantalising, and so is the oval wagon postmark since it could be that the line
number follows the name BAKU, and is clearly not between the place names. Editor Andrew Cronin
weighs in with a most useful article for thematic colle~tors on "Soviet Arms Type Commemoratives,"
including some nicely .done. iJ1ustrations. Some new grou9d is cov~red by P, J. Campbell who writes
about "Fluorescence on' Soviet Stamps," and Lauson H. Stone contributes an article on "Village National Coqu:nittee" Markings of the Carpatho-Ukraine, towards the end of World War II. M. I. Galichanin w:ntes niost interestingly ori varieties on the 7k. Small Head stamp of 1925; and Dr. G. Wember
continues his series "The Stamp Commemorates," this time concentrating on the life and work of I. S.
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Turgenev. William R. Liberman (well-known in U.S.A. as a specialist on Greek stamps) offers some
useful notes on forged cancellations on the Russian stamps of Crete; whereas Michael E. Tscheekar
who was a student in Moscow in 1972 reports on where you can buy stamps and other philatelic material
in the Soviet capital. Other additions to this interesting number include articles by the Editorial Board
on "International 'N' Markings"; J. LeeShneidman on "Postal Rates and Foreign Exchange July-Aug.
1923"; Richard Weinberg "Essays of the Small Heads Series" (very interesting this); and the evergreen
"Notes from Collectors'' and "Book Reviews."
The main features of "Rossica" No. 85 are a listing of Latvian Post Offices, compiled from 1937
U.P.U. records, which should prove a valuable reference for Baltic collectors; an article by the Editorial
Board on "Postal History of the Moldavian A.S.S.R."-though commencing in 1924, this kind of information is valuable not only for its own sake, by for pointing out new collecting fields to both new collectors.
and older hands searching for something "new." "A list of Soviet P.O.'s named after Taras Shevchenko"; and "More About International 'N' Markings" by Vambola Hurt. An article by P. J. Campbell which could be useful to beginners called "Russian in Fifteen Minute,"; "The 'Dojdziemy' Stamp"an account of a stamp issued by Polish Forces in U.S.S.R. during World War II-again by the Editorial
Boai:d; "Soviet Posts in the Western Ukraine 1939-1941" (again by tho,e indefatigable gentlemen of
the Editorial Board); "Rumanian Military Postal and · Telegraphic -Offices .1877-78" by D. Passalega
(Rumania); another contribution by Dr. G. Wember "The Stamp Commemorates" which turns out to
be a nice four page essay on that wonderful painter llya Repin. Dr. R. J. Ce:rl'S!l give, some "Additional
Notes on A.R.A. Cards and their Postal Rates"; whilst those men again (the Editorial Board)-:ind
this time we suspect a thinly disguised Andy Cronin-write about "Rossica from the Australian Colonie,•·
being place names of Russian origin found on the cancellations of Australian State, (Ye,! Sttte,-:iot
Colonies!!). Dr. Ceresa is most active again with "Notes on Bank Transfer Form, and Postal Rates'';
Norman Epstein writes about "Soviet Industrial Bank Post Offices"; and the fine 64 p:ige issue concludes
with "Notes from Collectors" and "Book Reviews."
PHILATELIA BALTICA. Nos. 55 and 56; Nov. 1973 and Jan. 1974. Edited by Harry von Hofmann.
D2 Hamburg 52, Postfach 52 05 66, West Germany. Journal of the "Latvian Study Circle" in the Association of German Philatelists. Annual subscription 16 DM (7.00 dollars U.S.). (In German).
Two issues of this fine little journal are to hand. No. 55 will be of gre1t interest to collectors of
pre-adhesive covers from the Baltic area, for Mr. von Hofmann has painstakingly re::orded all the co·,~r;
of this type (and other Latvian material) exhibited at "Polska '73," and this me:ins a grelt many. Among
other interesting notes is a description and illustration of a 1934 cover, an example of ste1mship mail
from Latvia to Sweden. No. 56 continues the series of photographs of Baltic post office,, with one of
Goldingen (Kuldiga) dating from 1903 and a very useful article on Latvia S. G. 27-28 (North Latvian
issue of Col. Semitan) which should be studied by all intere3ted collectors. Other note3 include an
article on Latvian view-cards, and forgeries of "LATVIA-AFRICA 1933" overprints on air stamps.
FRANCE-U.R.S.S. PHILATELIE; LE TIMBRE SOV/ETIQUE. No. 40, Oct. 1973; No. 41, Jan. 1974;
No. 42, April 1974. Official journal of the Cercle Philate/ique France-U.R.S.S., 8 rue de la Vril/iere.
Paris ler. Edited by Guy Rumeau. (In French).
The latest numbers of our French contemporary include (No. 40) a report on "Polska 73"; a
continuation of an article on Russia Nos. 1-4 by B. A. Kaminski; more notes on the "History of the post
in Azerbaijan" by E. S. Voikhanskii (and we must say how sorry we were to learn from an addition to
the article that this noted Baku collector and writer has died at the early age of 43); further notes by
J. Plassard on the life of the sculptor Falconet when he was in St. Petersburg in the 18th century; a reprint
from B. J.R.P. of various notes by our oWh members on Imperial Varieties; and the usual listings of
new issues of U.S.S.R. and France. No. 41 continues with the "Falcone!" and "Azerbaijan" article;,
and there are more records of Imperial varieties contributed by B.S.R.P. members. There is a useful
translation of a Russian article introducing Zemstvo cancellations (as has Oleg Faberge for this issue
of B.J.R.P.). Regrettably, the drawings accompanying it have not been prepared very well and bear
little resemblance to the real cancellations. No. 42 describes local exhibitions in Anjou, and Angers.
with further notes on Varieties; Az.erbaijan; new issues; and Society News.
"FILATELIYA S.S.S.R.''. (NQ. 10, Oct. 1973; No. 11, Nov.; No. 12, Dec; No. 1, Jan. 1974; No. 2, Feb.;
No. 3, March; No. 4, April; No. 5, May) (In Russian). ' (Annual Subscriptkms may be booked for £2.20
through Collet's Holdings Ltd., Denington Estate, London Road, Wellingborough, Northants).
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We have often urged collectors to indulge in a year's subscriptio;i to " Filately ia S.S.S .R." For
those interested in Soviet new issues; or in thematic subjects covered by Soviet stamps, we would think
there is no alternative. For collectors who drink the "hard stuff" (? postal history, zemstvos, earlier
adhesives) this journal has an engaging habit of coming up with so:ne pretty imp0rtant articles, tucked
away three-quarters of the way down the issue, but there all the same. In this short review, the best
we can do is to take the new issue and thematic material for granted, and just list the articles which we
feel should at least be mentioned.
(No. 10) "Covers posted aboard M/S Michael Lermontov" by F. Zinlm; "Fifty years of Postage
Due" by P. Mazur; "Special Issues and Cancellations of the First Agricultural and Sm:tll fndustries
Exhibition, Moscow," by V. Maiorov, (No. 11) A continuation of P. Muur's article; "1910 Odessa
Exhibition Cancellations" by V. Zagorodnii (with illustrations of cards and labels). (No. 12) Report
on " Polska '73"; A prospective list of U.S.S.R. issues for 1974; a continuation from earlier issues of
!he article "Russian Stamped Envelopes 1845-1868" by ,V. Lobacbevskii; Questionable issues of Blagoveshensk, Perm, and Ukraine, by S. Blekhman, whose researches always repay close attention. (No. I/
1974) The concluding instalment of the V. Lob.aclle vskii article ; 'Rare and R:tre,t Soviet Postage Stamps'
(no author, but probably S. Kristi); Varieties of the 40k. Turkmen Carp;;t Makers' stamp (1957-58),
by V. Yakors; and an article on the Munich Philatelic Library by I. Maslov. (No. 2) "A Bridge across
the Atlantic" (more covers from the trans-atlantic liner Mikhail Lermontov) by A. Efremov and A. Kuznetsov; and a fascinating article on the early history of the Moscow Post Office from 1670 by A. Vigilev,
with two drawings of what must be early Moscow postal seals ca.1708. This is a contribution bristling
with interest for -the postal historian, and we hope some erudite member might consider translating it
(and its successor, see later) for us in B.J.R.P.; "Byleorussian Provincial fa3~e;" by L. Kolosov has some
interesting information for collectors of Postmaster Provisionals, and other unusual issue,; S. Spasskii
illustrates a forgery of the 20k. 'Small Head' stamp of 1923 ; and there are other interesting notes on
Soviet varieties. (No. 3) S. Kristi continues his notes on "Rare Soviet P,ntage Stamp.s" ; and K. Berngard does a general article on 'Petersburg and Moscow Numeral Cancellations.' (No. 4) "The Ambarchik Polar Station" is an article written by E. Milovidov; there are more notes on rare Soviet stamps
from S. Kristi; P. Mazur writes on a: favourite topic 'Punched Stamps' ('Perfins'), and includes a check
list of "M.P." (Moscow) perforations; whilst U. Rudnikov writes a valuable page or so on "Zemstvo
Postal Services of Kirillovsky Uyezd." (No. 5) A. Vigilev returns with the continuation of his account
of the Moscow Post Office taking the story from 1724 to the end of the 18th century. once again whetting
our appetites for a full English translation!

MEETING REPORTS

The 124th meeting of the Society was held at the National Liberal Club, Whitehall Place, London,
S.W.J, on Saturday, 24th November, 1973, at 2 p.m.
In the absence of the President, Mr. Bojanowicz, Dr. Wortman was in the chair, with twenty-two
members present and a visitor, Mr. Saveliev. Apologies for absence were received from Mr. Bojanowicz
and Mr. A. Droar (both attending "Indipex 73") and from Messrs. Handford, Hodkinson and Humphrey.
The chairman then asked members to stand in memory of our friend and member deceased since the
last meeting, Lt.-Col. G. H. C. Napier.
The minutes of the last meeting having been circulated to members it was proposed and agreed
unanimously that they be accepted as read and were signed by Dr. Wortman. Arising from these minutes there was the subject of the Sub-Committee's activities relating to the proposed Anglo-Soviet Phiatelic Exhibition and exchanges of Literature and Information which would be dealt with in full in "Any
other Business.''
. On preparing to give the secretary's report, Mr. Lloyd said he would first like to welcome to the
meeting our member Mr. Begley who joined the Society many years ago, and visitor Mr. Sayeljev .. !\:fr.
Lloyd continued his report by saying how popular B.S.R.P. was at the present, due to several reasons,
i.e.-Journals seen at Exhibitions, the demand for the Exchange Packet, beginners wishing to improve
their knowledge, and a general inquiry for Russian Philately. Nominations were required for B.S.R.P.
delegates to the Philatelic Congress of Great Britain to be held in Paris from the 6th to 11th May, 1974,
those interested were asked to let the secretary know by the 2nd February, 1974.
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The next meeting, 2nd February, would be held as a Members' Combined Display, a usual feature
of our annual programme. Each member to display not more than twelve sheets selected from his
collection. One meeting in 1974 would be the President's afternoon (this being the last of Mr. Bojanowicz's three years in office), but as Mr. Bojanowicz was away at present, his return was awaited to confirm the date of this event.
The hon. secretary then asked members present to formally elect the following applicants for
membership, all qualify:H. G. VALLINGS, 8, Green Avenue, London NW7 4QB.
H. H. PARKER, 3, Oxendenwood Road, Orpington, Kent.
M. S. PEHR, P.O. Box 3012, Ocean View Branch, Miami Beach, Fl.33140, U.S.A.
E. R. OSLER, 346, London Road South, Lowestoft, Suffolk.
J. R. GENTLE, 1018, Bradford Avenue, Charleston, S.C. 29412, U.S.A.
J. S. CAUST-ON, 16, Kenneth Road, Chadwell Heath, Essex.
Dr. R. C. SKLENICKA, 706-116, S.W. 16th Avenue, Gainesville, Flor. 32601, U.S.A.
W. J. DIEPENBROEK, Jae. Ruysdaellaan, 3 BUSSUM, Holland.
M. J. GILBERT, The Map House, Harcourt Hill, Oxford.
0. L. WHITE, Dept. of Civil Engineering, University of Waterloo, Ontario, Canada.
Both the Packet Superintendent and the hon. treasurer gave short reports. The latter said that he
was now sending out 'Last Chance Reminders' for dues still outstanding. In a short Librarian's report,
Mr. Joseph said that he wished to thank donors for the gift of books recently sent to him.
In the absence of the Journal Editor Mr. Ashford, Mr. Lloyd read his report:-Journal 49 was
with the printer and proofs were awaited. The illustrations were likewise in process of being run off.
The completed Journal should run to about 36 pages of text, and a further 16 pages of illustrations;
practically the same size as No. 48. Copies would be mailed out as soon as printing had been completed. Thanks were given to all members submitting articles.
It was proposed to issue Journal 50 in the late spring of 1974, and the Editor would be most grateful to receive articles for inclusion in what we hope would be an outstanding number, sufficiently worthy
to commemorate such a milestone. Articles throwing new light on old subjects, or breaking fresh
ground were specially invited.
Journals 47 and 48 were entered in the Literature Section of B.P.E. held in October, 1973, and
again won the highest award in the group, a silver medal. A silver medal certificate was also awarded
our Journal at the recent Poznan '73 International Exhibition, where copies were exhibited through the
good offices of our Vice-President, Mr. Droar.
Any other Business: Mr. Knighton asked if the hon. secretary could indicate the subjects that new
members collected when setting out their names and addresses for formal election, in his report. This
Mr. Lloyd promised to do.
As members were aware, a sub-committee was elected about two years ago to study the possibility
of making contact with the Soviet Philatelic Federation with a view to staging, at some future date, an
Anglo-Soviet Exhibition to be held in London or Moscow, at the same time, to try and encourage the
-exchange of information and philatelic research. Mr. Norwood the convener, and secretary of the subcommittee gave reports to both committee members and to the general meeting on the activities of the
sub-committee. During the summer both he and Mr. Begley had visited the Soviet Union and had
met and discussed with Soviet Philatelists and Mr. Kravchenko, President of V.O.F. (Soviet Federation
-of Philatelic Societies) in Moscow, the possibility of such an exhibition. Correspondence had also been
-exchanged and a recent sub-committee meeting was held on 20th October, attended by Messrs. Kellaway,
Begley, Mushlin: and Norwood. They agreed-on a number.of proposals to be put to the General Committee, when submitting this report, a serious discussion then followed this, on all aspects put forward.
After very throughly dealing with all points mentioned, the following recommendation was proposed
and agreed to, for Mr. Norwood and his sub-committee to submit to the Soviet Federation:-"That
the Committee of the B.S.R.P. accepts in principle that the Society should exhibit as guests at an Exhibition to be held in Moscow or Leningrad, in the auturtm of 1974, ·and that a number of members attend
as guests of the V.O.F." Further to this proposal, it was suggested and agreed that the hon. secretary,
in this report, ask members, who would be interested in participating in this Philatelic Exhibition and
to indicate their willingness to send entries which would be conveyed by B.S.R.P. members attending
such event. If possible, that those proposing to participate, to give some idea of the kind of material
or title of their exhibit, and the number of sheets they would be prepared to send. It will be rea<;Iily
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understood that it would not be practical to include or involve overseas members in this exercise. It
would be appreciated if members could let the hon. secretary know of their decision before the 2nd
February, the date of the A.G.M.
After the business of the meeting the Annual Competitions were held. The awards were as
follows:The Stibbe Rose Bowl: (entry to consist of not more than twelve sheets, each entry to be accompanied by a written paper, not exceeding SOD words, describing the entry to be read by or on behalf of
the exhibitor). The winner of this Trophy was Mr. R. P. Knighton with his paper on "The Posts of
the Polish Refugee Camps in East Africa." The runner-up, Dr. R. Ceresa with his "Kharkov Provisionals."
The Buchanan Cup: (entry to consist of not more than six sheets of general interest). Winner·
of this Cup: Dr. R. Casey with "Postage of the Chinese Army in Siberia." Runner-up: Mr. E. G. Peel
with "A Variety of Zemstvo Covers."
The Bojanowicz Trophy: (an award to the winner at Exhibitions on a points system). In this
instance there were two qualifying entries, those of Dr. Ceresa and Mr. Lloyd. The winner: Mr. Lloyd's
"Imperial Russian Pre-Adhesives"; the runner-up: Dr. Ceresa's "Revolutionary Provisionals."
The Literary Cup: Judges for this Trophy were Messrs. Andy Cronin and Joseph Chudoba (U.S.A.).
Winners were Mr. M. A. Bojanowicz and Mr. Droar for their joint article "Handstruck markings of
Warsaw" in British Journal of Russian Philately; Number 46.
The 125th and A.G.M. of the Society was held at the National Liberal Club, Whitehall Place,.
London, S.W.t on Saturday, 2nd February, 1974, at 2.30 p.m.
Mr. Bojanowicz, the President was in the chair with seventeen members present and one visitor.
Apologies for absence were received from Messrs. Ashford, Handford, Turner, Bull, Lychrnanenko,.
Knighton, Waugh, Begley, Kelion, Kobylanski and Dr. Casey.
Mr. Bojanowicz then asked members to stand in memory of our late members, deceased since our
last meeting, Herr H. Lauke of West Germany and Mr. V. Link of the U.S.A.
The minutes of the last meeting having been circulated to members it was proposed and agreed
unanimqusly that they be accepted as read, and were signed by Mr. Bojanowicz.
Arising from the minutes: Mr. Norwood told members that no reply had yet been received from
Mr. Yar Kravchenko regarding the proposed invitation to exhibit in the Soviet Union. The hon. secretary also reminded members in the U.K. that only a very few questionnaires had been returned, and
therefore appealed for more of them to be sent at the enliest convenience.
Hon. Secretary's Report: Mr. Lloyd told members present that enquir;e3 on the activities of
the Society continued to come in and from 50 or GO such letters, thirty new members had joined the
Society during the past year. This brought our total membership to 240, the highest to date. The hon ..
secretary offered congratulations to the many members who had been most successful at both National
and International Exhibitions at Stampex, B.P.E., Munich, Poznan and "Indipex," - Although postal
rates had increased since the last A.G.M., the hon. secretary's expenses had remained the same. Approx.
twenty questionnaires concerning the Anglo-Soviet Exhibition had been returned but it was to be hoped
that others would arrive within the next week or two. To-date no vo.lunteers as delegates to the British
Philatelic Congress in Paris had submitted names. Provisionally, Dr, Wortman and Mr. Lloyd hoped
to attend.
· ·
. Mr. Lloyd then asked members present to formally elect .the following applicants for membership, all qualify:
· Name and Addresses
Code of Interests
I, M.U.
STARR, J. (reinstated)
'The Forge, Fangdale,
Middlesborough, Teeside
LEVANDOWSKY, D. W. 9251-S.W., 76 Terrace, South Miami, C.A.P. to 1924, U., F. to 1919,
M.U.
FL. 33143, U.S.A . .
C.A.P., Airs, U.T.M.U., R.R ..
CARSON, M. J.
225 South Pine Street, Areola,
Ill., 61910, U.S.A.
C.A.P. to 1923, U., T., P., F .•
LESH, W.
502, Highland Avenue, Roseville,
Baltic States, M.U.
Ca.25678, U.S.A.
I., U., C., M.U., RR.
POS, G.
153, Cavendish Road, Carlton,
Nottingham
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I., C., P.H., Z., Pr., P.S., U.,
Via Sant'lmerio 13-21100 Varese,
T., P., B., O.U.
Italy
C.A.P., U., T., P., B., M.U.
2112 Lagoon Drive, Dunedin,
HIRSCH, H. Z.
Florida, U.S.A.
Hon. Treasurer's Report. Mr. Joseph in his report presented the 1973 Accounts as showing
a nominal surplus of £77.63. This surplus only arises because of the non-appearance of Journal No. 49.
due to the energy crisis. Had however the journal been ready on time, accounts would have shown
a deficiency of £100, hence the decision to increase the annual subscription to £3 from the first of January,
1974 (7.50 dollars in the U.S.A.).
However it should be borne in mind that, of the assets at 31.12.1973 of £767, £100 is in 8½%
Savings Bonds, and £271 is in the Exchange Packet Contingency Fund Bank Deposit account, which is
to help with any future losses on the Exchange Packet. This left £396 out of which must be paid Journal
No. 49. Mr. Peel proposed that the Statement of Accounts be accepted subject to Audit, and Dr. Ceresa
seconded this, at the same time proposing that the audit of accounts be arranged as last year by Mr.
Joseph. All present agreed, with a vote of thanks to the hon. treasurer, who would supply copies of
the Statement on request.
Packet Superintendent's Report. Mr. Kellaway told members present that it had been a fairly
successful year with a regular supply of packets and a net profit of over £100. He wished to remind
members that it was most important that packets should be posted according to instructions, i.e., either
by registered post or by C. F. post, unless passed on by hand. The loss of a packet would be a very
serious strain on the Society's funds. Mr. Lloyd proposed a vote of thanks to Mr. Kellaway, Dr. Wortman seconded.
Journal Editor's Report. In Mr. Ashford's absence, the hon. secretary read a report from the
Editor. No. 48 Journal was published in early Spring, and the intention was to produce No. 49
in December, 1973. Copy was duly sent to the printer, and though illustrations were printed and ready,
production of No. 49 has been held up due to the 3-day working week. Our printers produce a weekly
newspaper, and the restrictions since Christmas had meant that their 'jobbing' work has had to suffer.
Your Editor telephoned them in the first week of January, and also sent a letter a week ago, urging completion of the proofs and other outstanding work as soon as possible. It was hoped this unfortunate
delay would be resolved shortly.
Looking forward to 1974, it was hoped to make Journal No. 50 a special issue to appear in May
or June, and the Editor was anxious to include as many outstanding articles as possible. It is hoped
to produce No. 51 late in the year. Mr. Peel proposed a vote of appreciation to Mr. Ashford, Dr. Wortman seconded.
Hon. Librarian's Report. Mr. Joseph wished to thank Messrs. Lloyd and Kellaway for their gift
to the Library. Additions by purchase were: the reprint of 1934 Schmidt catalogue of Zemstvos; Priced
catalogue of Zemstvos by Bourdi-Chassot (in French) and the 1967 RUCH catalogue of Poland. A
complete list of additions will be issued very shortly, possibly with the n_ext Journal. It ii;hoped that a
Journal Index will be issued later this year. TheLibrary has been used more this year than in previous
years.
Research Superintendent's Report. Dr. Ceresa gave a lengthy and comprehensive report on his
activities during 1973, having circulated five Civil War and Early Soviet Research Newsletters. The
exchanging and collating of research data for publication has slowed down considerably as Newsletters
have become more extensive with so much added information. Some letters have been in members·
hands for six months or more. This past year a sub.sidia,:y system of research was started by direct
exchange ofletters, many with overseas' members, two-thirds of the correspondence had been exchanged
with new members. A certain amount of expertising has been included with research, and an opinion
was given on nearly four thousand items, and an article has been prepared for submission to the B.J.R.P.
on the forgeries of the N.W. Army.
Mr. Lloyd proposed and Dr. Wortman seconded, that Dr. Ceresa's report be accepted with a
vote of thanks from all present for the work involv~. It was decided on a proposal by Mr. Bojanowicz
that further consideration be given to the formation of an Expertising Committee, this to be discussed
at the next committee meeting.

ZAMBRINI, V.

(The remainder of the Report on the 125th Meeting will be given in. Journal No. 51.)
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